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Moskal consecrated bishop
Catholic and Orthodox metropolitans attend ceremony
by Dr. Walter Dushnyck

PHILADELPHIA - The episcopal
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consecration of the Most Rev. Robert
Michael Moskal took place here at the
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the
immaculate Conception on Tuesday,
October 13, in the presence of two
cardinals and 13 archbishops and
bishops of the Roman Catholic Church
and the same number of metropolitans
and bishops of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church of the United States and Cana–
da and those of the Byzantine Rite of
America.
it was on August 14, that Archbis–
hop-Metropolitan SejHfcen Sulyk of
the Ukrainian Catholic^rcheparchy of
Philadelphia, announced that Pope
John Paul 11 had appointed Msgr.
Moskal, chancellor of the Philadelphia
Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy, titu–
lar bishop of Agathopolis and auxiliary
bishop of the Ukrainian Catholic Ar–
cheparchy of Philadelphia.
This appointment is resultant upon
the proposal of the Ukrainian Catholic
Bishops' First Regular Synod held in
Rome from November 25 to December
2, 1980, under the leadership of the
primate of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, Patriarch Josyf Slipyj.
The act of consecration which reflect–
ed the great beauty and splendor of the
Ukrainian Eastern. Rite was performed
by Metropolitan Sulyk, assisted by
Bishops Basil H. Losten (Stamford) and
innocent Lotocky (Chicago).
For more photos of the consecra–
tion see centerfold.
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Likewise, some 18 Ukrainian Catho–
lic prelates took part in the ceremony,
among them the Rev. Daniel Troyan
(protodeacon) and the Rev. John Senor
(second deacon), the Rev. Martin
Canavan (master of ceremonies) and
the Rev. John Raymond Revak (cha–
plain to the metropolitan), the Rev.
Thomas Sayuk, who read the papal bull
in Ukrainian and the Rev. John P.
Stevensky, who read^jhe same docu–
ment in English.
The rest of the pr
as chaplains to
Rubin, Archbishop
Krol, Archbishop-Coadjutor Myroslav
Lubachivsky and Metropolitan Sulyk.

of the Ukrainian Church outside U–
kraine is an inseparable part of the
entire Ukrainian Church and the an–
cient Kiev Metropolitanate of Rus'–
Ukraine."
During the beautiful and majestic
ceremony the Cathedral Choir under
the the direction of O. Lupan sang
Ukrainian church prayers, including
the constant refrain of "Axios," which
means "He is Worthy" in Greek.
One of the marked aspects of the
consecration of Bishop Moskal was
the participation of Archbishop-Metro–
politan Mstyslav Skrypnyk of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the
U.S.A., who was assisted by the very
Rev. Protopresbyter Stephen Bilak,
head of the Consistory of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in the United States.
Metropolitan Sulyk greeted Metropoh–
tan Mstyslav personally.
Toward the end of the divine liturgy
the traditional Ukrainian "Mnohaya
Lita" (Ad Multos Annos) was sung for
the pope, the new bishop, Cardinal
Rubin, Metropolitans Maxim Herma–
nuk, Kocisco and Mstyslav, as well as for
Bishop Losten and all other bishops
and priests, and the Ukrainian people as
a whole.
The banquet
At 7 p.m. a festive banquet was held
at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, with
some 1,400 persons in attendance. The
program was opened by the Rev. Richard
Seminack, while the invocation was
delivered by Bishop Demetrius Gres–
chuk, auxiliary bishop of Edmonton,
(Continued on pafc 3)
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George Zarycky

Newly consecrated Bishop Moskal (back to camera) about to receive his mitre from
Metropolitan Sulyk.

Blessing from the patriarch
in his special blessing sent from
Rome, Cardinal Slipyj expressed sincere congratulations to the newly conse–
crated bishop of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, saying that from this time on
Bishop Moskal is a member of the
Synod of the Ukrainian Catholic Bish–
ops. He further stated that every "unit

Archbishop-Coadjutor Myroslav Lubachivsky (left), Ukrainian Orthodox Metropolitan Mstyslav
Catholic Uerarchs listen to ike homily.

and Ukrainian
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Ukrainians in Poland

Cultural society responds
to Polish leader's remarks
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
- The controversial remarks about
? Tt Poland's national minorities recently
made by Albin Siwak, a member of.the
Politburo of the Central Committee of
и the Polish United Xyorkcrs' Party
(PUWP), have elicited a response from
the Ukrainian Social-Cultural Society
(USKT), which is the officially recog–
nized representative of the Ukrainian
minority in Poland, The response has
come in the form of an орел letter to
Mr. Siwak in the latest issue of Nashe
Slovo, the Ukrainian-language weekly
organ of the USKT published in Warsaw.1
Mr. Siwak's rather uncomplimentary
statements about the role of national
minorities in Poland in the period from
1919 to 1939 and his awkard characteri–
zation of contemporary Polish society
as "uninational" were made at the
second plenum of the Central Commit–
tee of the PUWP in August. As report–
ed by Trybuna Ludu Mr. Siwak said:
"Before 1939 there were various
national nations (nacje narodowe) in
Poland. І have in mind Lithuanians,
Jews, Ukrainians and especially Ger–
mans. There were enough to build socalled fifth column. And in fact it was
built. There were shots in the back, and
there was espionage and the disorgani–
zation of the Polish army. The objec–
tives were the same. To gain a springboard to the Soviet Union."3
Mr. Siwak goes on to say that this
fifth column would prove useful for
those hoping to achieve'such aims
today.
"But there are no various nationality
nations (nacji narodowosciowych), and
there is no one to stir up against
someone else. For the first time in their
over 1,000 year history Poles have
become uninational. Regions have
become intermixed and young people
from far-flung corners of Poland have
married, and their children are —
simply Poles, "і
' The open letter of the USKT focuses
on Mr. Siwak's remarks about the
present-day national composition of
Poland, particularly his statements that
there are no non-Polish groups in the
country and that Poles have become
uninational. it points out that obviously
Poles have always been uninational but
that Poland "was and still is a multina–
tional state, inasmuch as its territory is
also inhabited by native Ukrainians,
Byelorrussians, Jews, Lithuanians,
Czechs, Slovaks and other smaller
national groups." it is true, argues the
letter, that today the non-Polish popu–
lation is not as large as it was in prewar
Poland, although in certain regions the
proportion of non-Poles in the popula–
tion is quite significant.
Losing sight of this fact, continues the
letter, "reminds one of burying people
alive, and is undoubtedly a consequence
of the harmful fairy tale about the
nationally and ideologically homeoge–
neous society of the Polish People's
Republic that was disseminated for a
long time and persistently by the former
first secretary of the Central Committee
of the PUWP, Edward Gierek."
The letter of the USKT states that the
PUWP's nationalities policy resulted in
the organization of societies represent–
ing the national minorities in Poland
and that the non-Polish population
actively contributed to Socialist con–
struction in the country and carried out
the tasks set forth by the party, even
during "the difficult periods in the life of

People's Poland - specifically, in 1956,
1968, 1970, 1976 and .1980 and. this
year." The remainder of the letter
consists of long excerpts from several
resolutions of the USKT adopted after
August 1980, and intended to shpvy that
the orgaization and, by extension, the
Ukrainian minority, in Poland, have
consistently" adhered to the party line
during the tumultuous events in Poland
over the past 13 months.
Two points regarding the letter of the
USKT should be emphasized. First,
conspicuous by its absence is the failure
of the USKT's leadership to respond to
Mr. Siwak's accusation that the natio–
nal minorities in interwar Poland
constituted a fifth column. Clearly, the
problem of Poland's nationalities policy
in the years between 1919 and 1939 is a
thorny issue, it would be difficult,
however, to find an objective and
scholarly study of this problem that
would not come to the conclusion that
the policies pursued by various Polish
governments vis-a-vis the national
minorities of Poland, which accounted
for about one-third of the total popula–
tion, were anything but a miserable
failure.4
in this connection, the USKT might
have noted that, in spite of the anatago–
nisms between Poles and Ukrainians
during this 20-year period, the Ukrai–
nians in Poland declared their loyalty to
the Polish state in September 1939, in
the face of Nazi aggression.5
Second, the letter provides still
another example of the USKT's ultraconservative position amidst the genui–
nely revolutionary developments that
have taken place in Poland since the
strikes and disturbances of last sum–
mer.6 Both of these aspects are embo–
died in the following passage of the
letter:
"Thus, now the national minorities in
the Polish People's Republic do not
form afifthcolumn, and we are pleased
that you do not maintain this view,
seeking it (i.e., the fifth columnj (and
quiet righfTy!X elsewhere."
The implication of this statement
seems to be that previously the national
minorities were indeed a fifth column
and that this role has now been assumed
by the independent trade-union "Soli–
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House to observe anniversary
of Ukrainian Helsinki Group
by William Bahrey

WASHINGTON ^ incommemora–
tion of the -fifth anniversary of the
founding of the Kiev-based Ukrainian
Public Group to Promote the. imple–
mentation of the Helsinki Accords on
November 9, 1976, Reps. .Bernard ,J;
Dwyer (D-N.J.) and Christopher ;H.
Smith (R-N;J,) will introduce, a resolu–
tion asking the U.S. president to.urge
Soviet authorities to release all imptH–
soned members of that monitoring
group and to cease the persecution and
prosecution of human-rights, activists.
in addition, the Congressional Ad
Hoc Committee on the Baltic States and
Ukraine, chaired by Reps. Charles F.
Dougherty (R-Pa.) and Brian J. Donnelly (D-Mass.), will participate in this
observance by conducting a Special
Order of the House on November 10.
Rep– Millicent Fenwick (R-N.J.),
member of the Congressional Commis–
sion on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, is preparing a letter (in which
other congressmen and senators will be
invited to join) in protest to Soviet
authorities'continued violations of
national and human rights guaranteed
by the Soviet Constitution and all
international agreements in which the
USSR was a signatory.
On November 16, a special hearing
will be held by the Congressional CSCE
about the Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
Former dissidents Gen. Petro Grigo–
renko, Nina Strokata and volodymyr
Malynkovych, as well as Myroslav
Smorodsky, public member of the

delegation to the Madrid Conference,
will testify at the hearing.
. When the Final .Act of the Confe–
rence on Sequrity and Cooperation in
Europe (better known as the Helsinki
Accords) was signed by the Soyiet
Union and 34 other countries, including
the United State,Sjand,.Canada, Soviet
citizens' expectations for improvements
in human rights were raised.
The Soviet' 'govertme'np'contrary''to
th'e expectation's an,d the- provisions of
the Helsinki Accqrds^ begin a sys,tema–
tic imprisonment, of the members of the
group. Nevertheless, itgrfw from tjie 10
founding members to 37.' Presently,
however, all members are either impri–
soned, committed to internal exile, or
have been exiled to the West.'
According to the Americans for Hu–
man Rights in Ukraine, it is evident that
Congress and public.leaders have be–
come increasingly and seriously con–
cerned with the deplorable human and
national rights situation in the Soviet
Union, and with the rampant destruc–
tion by the Kremlin of national, civil
and religious institutions fn Ukraine
and in the other captive nations. They
are anxious for the fulfillment of the
universal and revered principle of the
dignity of man, and recognize that the
Ukrainian stuggle for human rights is a
moral struggle.
The human-rights committee has
asked that mcjjAers of the Ukrainian
community excess their concern by
supporting the actions of their congressmen and senators in behalf of human
rights.

Armenian dissident sentenced in Perm

WASHINGTON - imprisoned Ar– prisoners before they have completed
menian dissident Paruir Airikian was their terms is on the increase. Recently,
sentenced to an additional three years of Russian Orthodox activist Aleksandr
hard labor and three years' internal Ogorodnikov and Aleksandr Podra–
exile by a court in the Russian city of binek, a member of the Working CornPerm on September 17, reported The mission on Psychiatric Abuse, have had
Commission on Security and Coopera– additional terms added on to their
sentences; "
tion in Europe Digest.
Other sources reported the sentenc–
A report filed by Agence France
Press said the 34-year-old dissident, ing last spring of.five young Armenians
who was imprisoned in 1973 for belong– - Ohanes Ahababyan, Marzpet and
ing to an Armenian nationalist group vartan Arutunyan, ishkhan Mkrtch–
and was due to be released soon, was yan and Samvel Yehiyazaryan - to
darity."
' ' "" . .
charged with trying to bribe guards terms ranging from three to 12 years.
All are allegedly members of the Union
during his present detention.
J. "vidkrytyi lyst do chlena Politbiuro
Mr. Airikian's friends in Moscow are of Young Armenians.
TsK PORP tov. Albina Sivaka," Nashe reported to believe that the new charge
Also last spring, a court" sentenced
Slovo, September 20, p. 1. Mr. Siwak's was a pretext to keep him in the labor Aleksandr JHanuchrayan, author of
remarks on the national question were also camp.
several samizdat works on the Soviet
criticized in a recent letter to the "Solidarity"
The CSCE Digest notes that the nationalities issue, to six years' impri–
weekly Tygodnik Solidarnosc titled "Who
sonment.
tactic
of
tacking
on
new
sentences
to
Taught Him History? See Tadeusz Kadc–
nacy, "Kto go uczyl historii?," Tygodnik
Solidarnosc, September 11, p. 16.
See also Jerzy Tomaszewski, "W sprawie
'nacji narodowych'," Polityka, September 5,
p. 15.
2. Trybuna Ludu, August 12, p. 5.
3. ibid.
4. See, for example, Andrzej Chojnowski,
FOUNDED 1933
"Koncepcje polityki narodowosciowej rza–
Ukrainian weekly newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association lnc,
dowpolskichwlatach 1921-1939," Wroclaw,
a fraternal non-profit association, at 30 Montgomery SL,'Jersey Cffy, NJ. 07302.
Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinskich Wy–
(The Ukrainian Weekly - USPS 570-870) ""^."
' ,'–
dawnictwo Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 1979.
5. See the report on the speech of Septem–
Telephone:
ber 2,1939, by Yasyl Mudryi, the head of the
Svoboda (201) 434 0237. 434 0807
Ukrainian National Democratic Union, in
UNA (201) 451-2200
the name of the Ukrainian Parliamentary
(212) 227-4125
(212) 227-5250
Representation in the Sejm, declaring
loyalty to the Polish state in Archiwum
Yearly subsription rate - S8: UNA members - J5.
Krajowe MSW w Londynie, Depesze z
Kraju, Teczka 16, Poz. 66, and Ryszard
Torzecki, "Kwestia ukrainska w potitice ill
Postmaster, send address changes to:
Rzeszy (1933-1945)," Warsaw, Ksiazka і
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Editor: Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
Wiedza, 1972, pp. 188-9.
P 0 Box 346
Assistant editors: lka Koznarska Casanova
6. RL306;8l,"UkrainianSocial-Cultural
Jersey City. N.J 07303
George Bohdan Zarycky
Society in Poland issues Official Declara–
tion," August 6.
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Moskal consecrated.
(C
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who was also master of ceremonies.
The musical part of the program
included numbers by the Philadelphia
Male Chorus Prometheus under the
direction of Prof. Michael Dlaboha,
and the female vocal trio of the Ukrai–
nian Youth Association (SUM-A)
under the direction of Prof. Zoya
Markowych.
Speeches
Addressing the gathering was Arch–
bishop-Coadjutor Lubachivsky, the
very Rev. Russell Danylchuck, the
very Rev. Prof. Michael Pyrih, Sister
Thomas Hrynewych S.M.1., Dr. Ale–
xander Luznycky and Dr. Bohdan
Lonchyna.
Metropolitan Sulyk, speaking in
both Ukrainian and English, underscored the great moral and intellectual
qualities of Bishop Moskal. He also
introduced Cardinal Rubin, saying that
his mother was a Ukrainian, who had
taught him to love his Church and
people.
The main idea of Cardinal Rubin's
address was the power and importance
of the sacrament of priesthood, since the
knowledge of this sacrament enables
priests and bishops to guide their
faithful. As prefect of the Sacred

Congregation for the Eastern Churches.
Cardinal Rubin stated that the congre–
gation cares for all the Eastern Churches,
but it has a special obligation toward
the Ukrainian Catholic Church because
of its number and organization throughout the world.
The final speaker was Bishop Moskal
who revealed himself as a great and
convincing orator. He thanked his
parents and his teachers-priests who
gave him a solid Catholic education. He
pledged his devotion to the Ukrainian
Catholic Church and all the Ukrainian
people.
The banquet was concluded with a
benediction offered by Metropolitan
Hermaniuk of Winnipeg and the sing–
ing of "Bbzbe vdyky."
Among the numerous representatives
from various national organizations
seated on the dais were ivan Bazarko,
president of the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians, and John O. Flis, president
of the Ukrainian National Association.
Also present were: Mary Dushnyck,
vice president; Walter Sochan, supreme
secretary, Ulana Diachuk, supreme
treasurer, and Wasyl Orichowsky,
supreme organizer; Zenon Snylyk,
editor-in-chief of Svoboda; Supreme
Auditors the very Rev. Bilak and Dr.
Bohdan Hnatiuk; Supreme Adviser
John Odezynsky; as well as senior Field
Organizer Stefan Hawrysz, and Peter
Tarnawsky, head of the local UNA
District Committee.
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The Papal Bull
John Paul, bishop, servant of the
servants of God:
To the beloved son, Robert Mos–
kal, chancellor of the Metropolitan
Eparchy of Philadelphia for Ukrai–
nian faithful, elected bishop of the
titular see of Agathopolis and auxi–
liary to the hierarch set over the
Eparchy of Philadelphia: greetings
and apostolic benediction.
Desiring to promote the greater
good of the faithful belonging to the
particular Churches and to ensure
they never lack bishops to guide them
with sound doctrine and charity, and
conscious also of our very grave
responsibilities as father and shep–
hard of Our Lord's whole flock: we
feel that favorable response is to be
given to the metropolitan-archbish–
op of Philadelphia who recently
requested from us pastoral assis–
tance.
Therefore, after passing in review
the candidates to the episcopal office
selected by the Special Ukrainian
Synod, we, by our apostolic power
and authority, elect you, beloved
son, bishop of the titular see of
Agathopolis now vacant and appoint
you auxiliary to the aforenamed
shepherd of Ukrainian faithful, at
the same time committing to you the

rights and duties that pertain to the
same office and that have received
legal expression in the letter "Eccle–
siae Sanctae," promulgated Motu
Proprio on the 6th day of August, in
the year 1966. However, before
accepting episcopal ordination in the
proper form in accordance with the
canonical prescriptions, you are
required to take the oath which in
this connection the law of the Church
demands.
Finally, beloved son, we recom–
mend that, in consideration of the
charge of auxiliary conferred upon
you, you be kindly disposed to this
your archbishop and always faith–
fully assist him in pastoral affairs,
taking care to act with due prudence
in decision-making and safeguarding
always the unity of diocesan govern–
ment and the authority of the dioce–
san bishop (cf. "Christus Dominus",
n. 25).
Given in Rome, at St. Peter's on
the third day of the month of August,
in the year of the Lord 1981, the third
of our pontificate.
Augustinus Card. Casaroli
a publicis Eccl. negotiis
Libroius Scaccia
Proton.. Apost.

Metropolitan Sulyk with the holy chalice.

Cardinal John Krol of Philadelphia (left) and Cardinal Wladislaw Rabin daring
the service.

La Salle College obtains
grant for Ukrainian film
PHILADELPHIA - La saiie coi– panied by a teachers' manuel summariz–
lege has been awarded a S 10,466 De–
partment of Education ethnic history
studies grant which will be used pri–
marily for production of a teachers'
guide to assist in the dissemination of a
30-minute colorfilmcompleted last fall,
"A Ukrainian Christmas Story."
Dr. Leo Rudnytzky, professor of
German and Slavic languages at La
Salle College who coordinated the
project, said that part of the grant
would be used for producing additional
prints of the film because of the heavy
demand for copies by civic organiza–
tions, schools and colleges.
"The film has proven to be a very
successful academic tool in analyzing
the role of not only the Ukrainians, but
ethnic culture as a whole in American
life," said Dr. Rudnytzky. "it will be
even more effective when it's accom–

ing the film and offering a brief background on Ukrainian history."
"A Ukrainian Christmans Story."
which has been shown on a number of
educational television stations in differ–
ent cities, is believed to be the only
fictional film about Ukrainians in the
United States.
Suitable for viewing by both children
and adults, it highlights diverse cultural
aspects and ethical values of the Ukrai–
nian-American experience through a
series of vignettes, narrated from the
point-of-view of a child, which describe
life in a Ukrainian community.
Copies of the film, available in both
16 mm. film and 3^4-inch videotape,
can be obtained free of charge (except
for the cost of shipping and insurance)
by writing to Dr. Rudnytzky at La Salle
College, Philadelphia 19141.

Ukrainian Gold Cross officers
confer with UNA executives
On October 1, a
delegation of the
Ukrainian Gold
Cross, a charitable
Ukrainian women's
organization that is
c e l e b r a t i n g its
50th anniversary
this year, visited
the Ukrainian
National Associa–
tion's headquar–
ters here to inform
the supreme offi–
cers of the organi–
zation's jubilee
convention being
held this weekend
in Philadelphia.
The delegation members were: Dr. Natalia Pazuniak, UGC president; Wolodymyra Kawka, vice
president educational chairman, camps committee chairman and director of the Ukrainian
Gold Cross nursery school; lryna Hnatiuk, executive board member. Ulana Diachuk, UNA
treasurer, presented the delegation a check to help support the organization's camps. Seen in
the photo on the left are: (seated, from left) Dr. Pazuniak, UNA President John Flis, Mrs.
Kawka, (standing) UNA Organizer Wasyl Orichowsky, Mrs. Diachuk, Mrs. Hnatiuk, and UNA
Secretary Walter Sochan.
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City Council passes Florio
Babyn Yar resolution

meets
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with Ukrainian

Democrats

LOS ANGELES - The Los Angeles
City Council approved a resolution on
September 25 designating September 29
as a day of remembrance in memory of
the estimated 200,000 victims of the
Babyn Yar massacre.
This year marks the 40th anniversary
of the beginning of a murderous threeyear campaign by the German forces
occupying the Ukrainian capital of
Kiev, which reached its peak with the
mass executions of Jews and Ukrai–
nians at the Babyn Yar ravine on the
outskirts of the city.
The resolution, which was sponsored
by Councilman John Ferraro, calls the
massacre "a grim reminder to peoples
around the world of the cruel acts of
inhumanity," and pays tribute to the '
memory of the victims.
Although the resolution does not
Rep. Jim Florio with Ukrainian Democrats of New Jersey.
single out individual ethnic groups
1RV1NGTON, N.J. - Winding up a Essex group. He expressed his gratitude stems; and reduce unemployment by
murdered by the Germans, most of the
victims were Jews and Ukrainians. strenous day of campaigning that and appreciation to all present for their encouraging private enterprise to ex–
The measure was signed by Council started in Newark in the early morning active participation in the current state pand industrial and commercial activi–
hours, and included a CBC television and local campaigns: Mr. Matiash ties throughout the state.
President Joel Walsh.
The congressman concluded his
Mr! Ferraro presented a proclama– interview in New York City, a stroll reminded everyone that with the close–
tion of the resolution to a delegation of down Fifth Avenue in the Pulaski ness of the various races, Ukrainian remarks with the reminder that every–
local Ukrainian community leaders and Parade, followed by more meetings in support takes on more importance and one should vote on Election Day and
activists, among them Msgr. Michael northern New Jersey, Congressman Jim may even be the difference between encourage others to vote also.
Other speakers on the program were
Koltutsky, pastor of the Ukrainian Florio, Democratic candidate for go– winning and losing.
Rep. Florio, in his stirring address, Bernard Madrack, assistant campaign
Catholic Church in Hollywood, the vernor of New Jersey, spent the late
Rev. Stephen Hallick from St. An– evening Sunday, October 4, with Ukrai– pointed out that New Jersey is one of manager for Rep. Florio; Bohdan Мак,
drew's Ukrainian Orthodox Church, nian Democrats from seven counties at the more important states in the United Essex County; John Chomko, Passaic
and the Rev. Hryhory Podhorec from a rally in the Ukrainian Community States, and that it can become still County; Jerry Yanchik, Sussex County;
greater with harder working and more Joseph Lesawyer, Union County; and
St. viadimir's Ukrainian Orthodox Center here.
Church.
Hosted by the Essex County Ukrai– efficient personnel in the public sector. Peter Eagler, secretary of the Ukrainian
Also in the delegation were Mykola nian Democratic Organization, the Stating that as a son of a dock Worker and Democrats of New Jersey. Roxolana
Novak, president-emeritus of the U– delegates from the counties of Passaic, the grandson of an immigrant laborer Potter spoke on behalf of the women's
krainian Cultural Center, who accepted Middlesex, Union, Hudson, Sussex and he knew well the value of honest labor, delegation. Representatives from other
the proclamation; Walter Lesiuk and Burlington were warmly welcomed by he said that as governor of New Jersey counties that conferred with Mr. Florio
Michael Matiash, president of the he would strive for and insist on more included John Fedynyshyn, John Bud–
Dr. Roman Kulczycky.
and better services to the public by niak and Roman Ambrozewicz of
Middlesex; Walter Butkowsky of Hudoffice-holders and their staffs.
Reflecting on his family background, son; and Michael Long of Gloucester.
Mr. Florio revealed his familiarity with
Among the distinguished guests that
the problems and aspirations of the were introduced were William Gural,
NEW YORK - Mayor Edward 1. Ambassador Robert Wagner Sr.
Ukrainian
people
in
New
Jersey
and
his
state
public defender; Richard Laddy,
The
Ukrainian
institute
has
sche–
Koch will proclaim Sunday, October
18, as "Ukrainian institute of America duled a series of varied events for this sympathy for and support of their aims. Democratic chairman of Sussex Coun–
fall. Those wishing to receive a calen–
Mr. Florio underscored his strong ty; John J.Caufield, state senator from
Day" in New York City.
The proclamation, in recognition of dar should write to: Ukrainian institute backing of programs that would up- irvington; and Jerome Greco, Essex
the Ukrainian institute's many cultural, of America, 2 E. 79 St., New York, N. Y. grade the public school system includ– County candidate for freeholder.
ing the correction of information now
Entertainment was provided by pia–
educational and charitable contributions 10021.
During 1981-82, the Ukrainian insti– taught about the ethnic peoples in our nists Mark Datzkiwsky and Roman
to the city, will be signed by Mayor
Koch and presented by a member of the tute will conduct a Ukrainian film state; provide modern and more ade– Bilewecz both age 12 and both students
mayor's office at the Ukrainian insti– series, which will start with the showing quate mass transportation facilities at St. John's Ukrainian Catholic School
tute's fall season opening, to be held of Sergei Parajanov's acclaimed "Sha– with reasonable fares; establish long- in Newark. Mr. Lesawyer, president
today. The special program will include dows of Forgotten Ancestors" on range toxic waste disposal plans; pro- of the Ukrainian Democrats of New
vide more effective crime control sy– Jersey served as master of ceremonies.
performances by popular Ukrainian Sunday, October 25, at 4 p.m.
singer Ed Evanko and members of the
New York Bandurist Ensemble.
invited to attend the reception and
special program are Mayor Koch,
Deputy Mayor Robert Wagner Jr. and

Koch proclaims U1A Day

Detroit UNA'ers visit Soyuzivka, main office

Slipyj,composer discuss
special millennium opera
ROME - Patriarch Josyf Slipyj
granted an audience on August 9 to
American Richard Mason who, along
with Prof. George Linchewsky, is
preparing a special opera, "Triumph of
the Cross," to commemorate the 1000th
anniversary of the Christianization of
Kiev-Rus by volodymyr the Great in
988.
According to America, a Ukrainian
Catholic daily, Patriarch Josyf showed
great interest in the music and libretto
of the opera when the two men met at
the cardinal's residence on the grounds
of the Ukrainian Catholic University
here. Also present during the 45-minute
audience was Msgr. ivan Choma, the
patriarch's secretary.
The opera will be based on an episode
in the life of volodymyr the Great.

Scchan Hadzewyc;

Some 40 UNA seniors from Detroit recently spent a week's vacation at Soyuzivka and participated in the September 19-20
UNA Days at the estate that were highlighted by the rededication of a monument to the Rev. Hryhory Hrushka, founder of
Svoboda. On September 23 the group also visited the UNA headquarters in Jersey City, N.J., where it was greeted by Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan, Supreme Treasuer Ulana Diachuk and Supreme Organizer Wasy 1 Oricho wsky. That same day, the
Detroit UNA'ers visited the Ukrainian section of New York City. The organizer of the entire trip was Stella Fedyk, secretary of
UNA Branch 292. The group is shown above at the Soyuzivka resort.
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The "Kozak Love Song"
heard 'round the world
On Broadway

When in the first half of the 19th
century Europe was enjoying the vari–
ous transmutations of the Kozak air, it
became popularized in its first publica–
tions in Philadelphia, Baltimore and
New York, but was labeled as Russian,
in the 1920s the Kozak air was used in
several Broadway stage extravaganzas
with Russian settings. (This was the
roaring-happy decade filled with exor–
bitant presentations, a time when
anything exoticwas adored, particular–
ly if Russian.)
Most notably, our melody became
incorporated into the operetta "Song of
the Flame," which opened in New York
on December 30, 1925. Featured as the
main love song of the operetta, it was
titled "Cossack Love Song" (or "Don4
Forget Me"). This is a duet for soprano
and tenor using only the two initial
musical phrases of the Kozak air in the
refrain and adapting same through
the song; the rest was added by the cornposers. The operetta was an engaging
collaboration between lyricists Otto
Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein 11,
and thanks to them
the Kozak love
duet retains much of the original
program — lovers at the painful mo–
ment of parting.

York, 1926) and is currently available at
Warner Brothers Publications, New
York. The entire operetta was even
made into an American film, "Song of
the Flame," by First National Pictures
(1930).
The year 1926 was a good one for the
"Cossack Love Song" since the studios
spun out at least five recordings of it
issued on the Brunswick, Columbia and
victor labels. І have one such 78 rpm
collector's item (terribly rare) with
virginia Rea, soprano; Franklyn Baur,
tenor; with the Brunswick Hour Or–
chestra led by Walter Haenschen
(Brunswick 3099B). Floating around
somewhere is also a valuable disc with
Tessa Costa herself trying to charm the
Kozak into staying. Nevertheless he
rides away to newer arrangements.

"liberated" so to speak in — according
to the liner notes of a new recording — a
"swinging, westernized" arrangement
by Ray Carroll. Recorded in New York
on a stereo jazz disc titled "Ukraine
Swings"(on the label U-TAB201S),the
album featured the Sal DeFeo Band
and was produced by Wolodymyr Zmij
and Jerry Nedilsky. The arrangement of
the Kozak melody appropriately in–
cludes an uninhibited "whoop-ha" call,
embodying the forceful spirit with
which the Kozaks approached anything
— battle, wine, women or song. The
liner notes (very accurate in describing
the Ukrainian melodies used) state that
the Kozak tune itself seemed to be
particularly adaptable to a cha-cha
treatment, so from the original song
came a lively interpretation called "The
Cossack's Cha-Cha." The band pro–
duced a full resonant sound, actually
larger than it really was. instrumenta–
tion was for three trombones, trumpet,
also saxophone, bass and drums.

The term "Little Russian." whenever
it was infrequently used, was inade–
quately understood and, as a result, many
German and American editions of the
Kozak song labeled it simply "Russian."
The titles of the works by Weber,
Beethoven, Hummel and Praeger omit
the nationality "Little Russian altogeth–
er. The instrumental variations of
Weber and Beethoven are marked
"Russian Air." (The correspondence
between Beethoven and his publisher
Thomson about the Op. 107 variations
labels them "Russian.") Thus, in spite of
the Jan Prach songbook available to
him, Beethoven erred. This he did even
though he actually knew the term
"Little Russian" and actually used it for
another set of Ukrainian variations Op.
107. The 1968 printing of the Hummel
trio indicates no nationality of the
theme; the recording (Jecklin label) and
older printings, however, label the
theme "Russian" or supply the German
title "Schone Minka."

into the sunset

The oldest American printings in
Philadelphia and Baltimore (ca. 181541) title the song "The Cossack; A
Russian Air." Even as recently as 1925
in New York the Kozak air was being
printed (publisher: The University
Society) as definitely a Russian song
making it extremely unlikely that either
Gershwin or Stothart thought otherwise. Their operetta, into which the
Kozak song was incorporated, had a
Russian setting anyway. The Decame–
ron orchestral album is titled "Russian
Folk Melodies." І must also stress that
neither the Kozak air's author S. Kly–
movsky nor his Ukrainian nationality
was apparently noted in any edition of
his song (including the concert works)
outside the Russian empire.

in 1966 a symphonic version by Emil
Decameron, providing spacious, lush
sonics, made its entrance. The Kozak
tune was strangely titled "Fireflies" and
the record, featuring the Emil Decame–
ron Orchestra, was released on the
stereo vanguard SRv-201SD. AS far as
the original Kozak melody is concern–
ed, this version is most faithful to it.
Using larger orchestral resources the
setting introduces several aspects of the
theme; a sad, plaintive parting develops
into a temperamental gallop, for the
Kozak, having kissed his girl after all, is
still very determined to ride into the
sunset.
ttt

The music collected above and part of
the script was broadcast on June 28,
1976, by WQXR AM-FM Radio, the
station of The New York Times, on the
"Listening Room" program with Ro–
bert Sherman, program director of
WQXR, as host.

American composers
The music of the "Cossack Love
Song" was arranged by Herbert Sto–
thart and a talented young man, who
incidentally grew up on New York's
Second Avenue, Fourth Street, and also
Seventh Strteet (a section now called
"Little Ukraine"), and was billed as
George Gershwin. The latter American
needs no elaborate introduction. He was
a melodist who in his own time and
manner rivaled the achievements of
some of the great masters, in December
1925, the same month footlights first
greeted his "Cossack Love Song," Ger–
shwin also premiered his Piano Concer–
to in F at Carnegie Hall with great
success.
Stothart, the other composer who
worked with Gershwin on the Kozak
song, is not so well remembered. His
hour was to come in the 1930s and 1940s
when Stothart composed the music of
many important Hollywood films such
as "Mutiny on the Bounty" (with Clark
Gable), "Anna Karenina" (with Greta
Garbo), "Wizard of Oz" (for which
Stothart's score won an Academy
Award), "The Three Musketeers" (starring Gene Kelly, Lana Turner) and
some 25 other motion pictures.
The operetta "Song of the Flame"
was a box-office success (it ran for 219
performances) due largely to an effec–
tive cast. The sentimental Kozak love
duet was introduced by Guy Robertson
and Tessa Costa, then star vocalist of
Broadway, in the lead of the produc–
tion. Musically speaking, the Kozak
song was a hit, although it is not typical
Gershwin, lacking his distinctive har–
mony and spice. At any rate it was
promptly printed by Harms inc. (New
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Epilogue
George Gershwin
American tour continues
in 1936, the Edward B. Marks Music
Corporation, New York,issued a bilin–
gual version (in English and Ukrainian)
for voice and piano in which both text
and music were pleasingly close to the
original Kozak air. The English title of
this item (marked "Ukrainian") was
"The Cossack Rides Beyond the Da–
nube." The music was arranged by
Gregory Stone (born 1900 in Odessa;
worked for the RKO and Paramount
movie studios) and Alexander Kirilloff,
while Carol Raven crafted the English
text.
in 1943 in Boston an English version
of the Kozak air appeared arranged for
mixed chorus with piano accompani–
ment. The music was arranged faith–
fully by Cecily Lambert but the text (by
Paul Demerle) had no relation to the
Ukrainian lyrics whatsoever. The title
of this curious item was "At Dawning"
(designated as a "Russian Folk Song"),
while the songbook containing this
arrangement was named "Together We
Sing" and was compiled by Louise
Grant.
Cha-cha treatment
in 1962 the Kozak song became

Thus, we see most of the credit going
to the Russians and the Germans with
the great masters none the wiser. Only
occasionally (as we have seen in this
article) was the Kozak air's background
identified correctly.
But there has been some slow but
steady correcting going on in recent
years. New record albums and musico–
logists such as Boris Schwarz now
describe the tune Beethoven used as
Ukrainian. The most authoritative and
largest music encyclopedia, "The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musi–
cians" (1980) writing of Beethoven's
"Air Cosaque" admits its national
origin as Ukrainian. This encyclope–
dia's predecessor, the older 1955 edi–
tion, was also to note (vol. 3, p. 345)
that "one of the most popular Ruthe–
nian songs is 'The Cossack Ride,' better
known under the name of 'Pretty Min–
ka.' " The famous educational handbook "Montessori A Music; Rhythmic
Activities for Young Children" by E.B.
Barnett (New York, 1973) issued the
Kozak air for piano titled "Ukrainian
Folk Tune."
Along with such improvements in
assessing our tune's national origin, the
"Kozak Love Song" still awaits a
modern setting by a contemporary
composer of world stature.

in my lectures 1 am often asked
whether, for example, Beethoven knew'
he was arranging a song of Ukraine. Let
us take some time to try answering thisІ
difficult but important query.
We know that Weber, Beethoven,
Hummel and probably Praeger cornposed their works after the German
version of the Kozak air titled "Schone:
Minka" by poet Tiedge, and, therefore,
were fully aware of the song's program,
i.e. meaning of the text which was;
related to the original Ukrainian (albeitt
not as closely as the English translationі
by Beresford, printed beforehand in thisj
article). But, on the other hand, we have;
no indication that the masters were;
aware the song they were using was off
Ukrainian origin. True, there were;
German song collections indicatingg
(after the Jan Prach songbook) that the
Kozak air was "Little Russian," but,,
Acknowledgements
according to available evidence, these
were published when most of the workss
For this article 1 have partially utilized
discussed in this article were longі writings of the Lviv literature and music
finished and, in some cases, theirr scholar Hryhoriy Nudha. І am likewise
composers had died.
grateful to Myron Surmach, founder of
in short, during the decade 1810-20,'. the Surma Book and Music Company,
when the majority of the works discuss–- New York, for setting me on the track of
ed here were taking form, there was nott the Gershwin and Stothart duet. Many
a single publication in circulation in the- thanks also to music enthusiast Michael
West clearly labelling the Kozak song ass Dorota of Kinnelon, N.J., for locating
Ukrainian. We discount the Jan Prachі the recording of the Praeger variations,
songbook since it was printed in Cyril-- and for procuring the phonodisc of the
lie in St. Petersburg and quickly became: Hummel work available only in Eu–
a collector's item.
rope.
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On the fifth anniversary
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Dirty tricks

The Ukrainian Helsinki Group:
a brief history (1976-81)
by Nina Strokata

Recently, well known oumalist and author Arnaud de Borchgrave caused
a bit of a flap among certain of his colleagues when he alleged during a widely
distributed taped interview that a number of Western newspapers and
magazines unwittingly (or intentionally) serve as disseminators of KGB
disinformation. Citing Mr. de Borchgrave's purported lack of hard evidence,
many journalists pooh-poohed the notion, countering that any skeptical
journalist who takes a view contrary to the U.S. government could conceivably
be branded a dupe of Soviet intelligence.
After all, disinforma–
tion is, they argued, a common intelligence device used with equal zeal by the
СІА and other Western cloak-and-dagger agencies.
Unfortunately, this cavalier and defensive dismissal falls way short of
addressing the real issue, it is certifiably mule-headed to argue that, because
Western intelligence uses certain tactics, Soviet use of these and other, more
insidious methods, somehow does not present a clear and immediate threat to
, this country's interests and security.
A recent report by the State Department clearly delineates how the Soviet
use of disinformation,forgery, bribery and the like,can and do wreak havoc on
U.S. diplomatic efforts in certain areas of the world and, in some cases,
endanger the lives of American personnel. Moreover, the report indicates that
Soviet mischief-making — so-called "active measures'' — is part of a wellcoordinated and broad campaign to discredit U.S. policies abroad, and foist
pro-Soviet attitudes on friendly governments by extra-diplomatic means.
What the report doesn't say is that Soviet disinformation is doubtlessly used
as well to discredit anti-Soviet elements — Ukrainians for example — living
in the West. But more on that later.
A glaring example of Soviet disinformation arose during the hostage crisis
in iran. While the Soviet government officially urged that the iranians honor
the hostages' claim to diplomatic immunity, a clandestine radio station
operated by the Soviets, the National voice of iran broadcast in Farsi, said
just the opposite.
Moreover, when Moslem fanatics seized the Grand Mosque of Mecca in
1979, the voice of iran and Soviet agents in the Mideast spread the rumor that
the United States was behind the operation. The following day, outraged
mobs in the Pakistani cities of Rawalpindi and Lahore sacked U.S. consulates
there, while in the capital city of islamabad, two Americans died when the
U.S. Embassy was attacked and burned.
The State Department offers other examples of Soviet dirty tricks. For
example, the KGB is known to have forged several U.S. documents and
military manuals, later distributing the bogus materials to create tensions
between the United States and other countries, in another instance, a forged
document, containing offensive allusions to President Sadat of Egypt and
King Khalid of Saudi Arabia alledgedly prepared by the secretary of state,
was anonymously delivered to the Egyptiar Embassy in Rome in 1977. Often,
these types of "authentic" documents appear in newspapers in countries
friendly to the Soviets, further fueling anti-American sentiment. .
As to the use of foreign journalists to propagate their aims, the report
shows that the Soviets frequently bribe foreignreportersto take a pro-Soviet
line, and it outlines the case of French journalist Pierre-Charles Pathe to
illustrate its case. He was convicted last year of being a Soviet agent since
1959.
if all of this does not seem particularly earth-shattering (given the fact that
Soviet skullduggery is nothing new), the scope of these "active measures''is.
The report specifically implicates Soviet disinformation as being responsible
for the surge in anti-American attitudes and actions in Western Europe, the
revival of the anti-nuclear movement in allied countries, the growing
condemnation of U.S. involvement in El Salvador, and the mounting uproar
over the neutron bomb, it quotes a top Hungarian Communist Party official
as saying that "the political campaign against the neutron bomb was one of
the most significant and successful since World War 11."
For Ukrainians, the broad dissemination and acceptance of Soviet
disinformation poses a particularly potent threat to the community.
Although the State Departmentreportdoes not deal with this issue, it doesn't
take a Rhodes Scholar tofigureout that the Kremlin would use any means to
silence Ukrainians in the diaspora.
Take the recent spate of trials in this country of U krainians for alledged war
crimes and membership in German-sanctioned police units. Much of the
"evidence" is being supplied by the Soviets in the form of recorded
"eyewitness" statements and allegedly authentic documents. The State
Department itself has expressed concern about Soviet forgery. How difficult,
then, would it be for the KGB to forge documents showing that Ukrainians
were indeed part of the police in certain areas, particularly in view of the fact
that reams of Nazi documents, stamps, stationery etc., fell"into their hands
when the Red Army took Berlin?
Granted, each of these cases should stand on its own merit. But,
unfortunately the Justice Department's Office of Special investigations has
not seen fit to delve into the disinformation aspect, and with blinkers on,
accepts the evidence at face value. Surely, if the State Department is
concerned about Soviet disinformation, so should the Justice Department,
especially when people's rights and reputations are concerned.
Moreover, "Ukrainian anti-Semitism," which is being accepted asa truism
in an increasing number of books and magazine articles, should also be
closely looked at in the context of possible Soviet disinformation.
With the U.S. government's recent interest and concern about Soviet
disinformation abroad and at home, it behooves responsible officials to take a
closer look at its subtler and less-publicized impact on anti-Soviet emigre
groups in this country. And it behooves us to remind them to. do so.

Founding member
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group

І
The Ukrainian Public Group to
Promote the implementation of the
Helsinki Accords was founded at a time
when mutual understanding between
East and West seemed to be globally
dependent on the realization of the
doctrine of human rights.
For Ukrainians this was an appro–
priate time to review the events of the
1960s and the beginning of the 1970s.
The arrests at the beginning of the 70s
could not butretardthe development of
a public opinion awakened by the
intellectuals of the 60s. The atmosphere
of devastation created by the arrest of
active intellectuals thus led to the idea of
the defense of fundamental human
rights, that is, of the nation, it was
believed that by pointing to the univer–
sal ideals of Basket Hi of the accords the
specific problems of Ukraine could be
brought into the European and world
forum.
On November 9, 1976, 10 repressed
and persecuted Ukrainians composed
the text of the Declaration announcing
the founding of the Public Group of
Promote the implementation of the
Helsinki Accords.
The creation of an open and unautho–
rized public group under a totalitarian
regime began a new era in the history
of Ukrainian dissent.
The 10 founders of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group were aware that the
Helsinki Act was not superior to the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights or to other international pacts of
this kind. Nevertheless, the Final Act of
1973 had the advantage of being the
most recent humanitarian document of
a legal nature to appear in the world and
to concern itself seriously with human
rights. The founders of the group
realized that, in exchange for the
insincere promises of the USSR, 35
nations signed a document that recognizes the post-war borders of the
Soviet Union and creates the conditions
for strengthening a system that func–
tions as a barrier against freedom and
democracy. But Basket Hi of the Act of
1975 could become an effective contem–
porary alternative to totalitarianism.
The group, therefore, proposed as its
aim informing all the signatories of the
Helsinki Act of the problems of Ukraine
within the USSR.
information about the circumstances
amid which the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group arose has been made public before. 1 Today one can hardly
add anything more, except per–
haps something about the fate of
those who, guided by the ideas already
described above, drafted and signed the
first documents of the group.
The text of the Declaration about the
formation of the group and its first
memorandum (program) was signed by
all the founding members: Oles Berd–
nyk, Petro Grigorenko, ivan Kandyba,
Levko Lukianenko, Mykola Matu–
sevych, Myroslav Marynovych, Oksana
Meshko, Mykola Rudenko, Nina Stro–
kata, Oleksiy Tykhy. The founding
members; comprised both males and fe–
males; there were authors, researchers,
jurists, a historian, a philosopher, a for–
mer professional military man and an
engineer.

The first head of the group was the
Ukrainian writer Mykola Rudenko.
Hardly three months had passed
since the group's founding when Ru–
denko and Tykhy were arrested (Feb–
ruary 1977). The youngest founding
members, Matusevych and Maryno–
vych, were arrested soon after (April
1977).
Beginning in November 1976, the
group began to attract the attention not
only of the repressive system but also of
those fellow countrymen who expressed
faith in the idea of an independent
national public association. Thus, in
spite of the arrests, the number of
members of the group grew.
During 1977 the following became
members of the group: Petro Sichko
(father), vasyl Sichko (son), vasyl
Striltsi v, Petro vins, Yosyf Zisels, Olha
Heyko-Matusevych, Mykola Herbal,
vitaly Kalynychenko, Yuriy Lytvyn,
and vasyl Ovsienko. Active in the
group's work has also its correspondent
Mykhaylo Melnyk. One of the most
active of the group's members was
Nadia Svytlychna.
A second membership body resulted
because of the efforts of these men and
women.
in 1977 the group made a daring
effort to force the regime to acknow–
ledge the fact of the group's existence.
As a result, in October of that year a
document appeared proposing to the
rulers of Ukraine that they recognize the
group as a common organization carry–
ing out its activities in accordance with
its declared principles.
Documents with similar arguments
were signed by Berdnyk (the head of the
group after the arrest of Rudenko) and
five founding members who had not yet
emigrated or been jailed, in April 1978,
Lukianenko (already under investiga–
tion) brought up, as a jurist, the ques–
tion of the right of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group to the same status as
that enjoyed by other sanctioned cul–
tural, public and sports groups, in
February 1979, Lukianenko (writing
from a concentration camp along with
Tykhy, who had been sentenced earlier)
renewed his efforts for the right to life
for a public association created to
promote the implementation of the
Helsinki Accords.
in 1979, as in 1977 and in 1978, there
was no answer to the petitions of the
group's members. But perhaps it would
be more accurate to say that an answer
was given in the form of repressive
actions, since 1979 brought with it a
devastating series of blows. The second
head of the group, writer Berdnyk, and
eight co-opted members were arrested:
Horbal, Lytvyn, the two Sichkos, Lesiv
(who was a member of the group for two
months), Kalynychenko, Striltsiv and
Rozumny (who had just joined the
group).
in the same year a number of other
persons joined the group, Ukrainian
poets and political prisoners Zinoviy
Krasivsky, ivan Sokulsky, vasyl Stus,
as well as volodymyr Malynkovych, a
physician, and a few other political
prisoners and political exiles.
The political prisoners formed a Hel–
(Conttmied on page 15)
1. See Suchasnist, 10 (1980), p. 63;
"Ukraine and the Helsinki Accords." Hu–
man Rights Commission, World Congress
of free Ukrainians, Toronto, New York,
1980, p. 141.
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On the state of contemporary Ukrainian church art and architecture
ХІ

The individual church is, then, a matter of concern to arrangements of the pastiche or diaspora vernacular,
if one looks further afield, onefindsthat innovative
every member of the community and for many the
most desirable focus of its financial resources design in contemporary architecture occurred rather
regardless of any feelings of true piety. Because the infrequently in religious buildings. When religious
building is such a crucial part of self-identity, it must buildings of note were designed, they formed a part of
be recognized by the community as its own. This the particular personal idiom of an architect, as in the
situation allows for little experimentation with formal case of Gaudi, Wright, le Corbusier, Saarinen or
Johnson. Even so, many religious buildings have been
and stylistic aspects of church buildings.
Once a community decides that its,church will be in considered less than successful due to the formal
"Ukrainian style," (it can and has opted for simple constraints of the building type or to the architect's
shelters, primarily for economic reasons) certain unfamiliarity with a specific tradition. One could
configurations of forms are sought These demands probably consider Wright's Greek Orthodox Cathe–
can be met in two fashions. Either there is a decision to dral one such example. Certainly this is the case with
build a direct copy of a monumental or vernacular most new mosques from Morocco to indonesia.
example in Ukraine. Or, more commonly, a pastiche is
created based on the somewhat hazy recall of the
As convenor for the Aga Khan Architectural
Renata Holod, professor
native town or village church by members of the Award, you had to give special thought to the problem
at the history of art de–
building committee, perhaps a cursive reference to a of tradition and contemporary architecture. How do
partment.at the Uniyer–
book on Ukrainian architecture or the inspiration of you see the Ukrainian situation in this respect?
sity of Pennsylvania, is a
other Ukrainian churches in the neighborhood. These
The Aga Khan initiative arose from the awareness
specialist in islamic ar–
processes may or may not involve the services of an that islamic architectural tradition was not being used
chitecture and urban his–
architect; often a building-contractor will do. in the first in contemporary building in Muslim countries; i.e.,
tory.
case, the best one can expect is a finely crafted copy the so-called international Style was becoming
As convenor of .the
provided the building has been built by knowledgeable dominant. Are we not falling in the opposite danger of
1980 First Aga Khan
craftsmen, in the second case, what emerges is a more not using contemporary architecture to renew our
Awards for Architecture
or less skillful amalgam, at times fanciful, at times tradition?
- an inquiry into the assessment of islamic, architec– inept, if one were to look at the latter examples
ture, she helped conceive and direct the program.
carefully, one would have an interesting study on the
To answer the questions put specifically to me, І
aspirations and the tastes of the diaspora as a whole. would like to specify that the Aga Khan Award is not
Dr. Holod studied in thejslamic studies program at
the University of Toronto, history of art at the
There is yet a third way to build. And that is to build meant to encourage copies or pastiches of any of the
University of Michigan and has earned her Ph.D. in
in the "spirit of the Ukrainian tradition."This can be, islamic architectural traditions. Rather, the idea is to
at once, the most ambitious and the most pretentious look for high quality design whichfitsinto the local life
Fine Arts at Harvard University. Recipient of various
way to proceed, it is ambitious because, as a rule, it style and culture. There is also the realization that even
training fellowships abroad, she has had extensive
involves the services of an architect, it is all the more the best designed buildings of today are only the
field experience in islamic countries. She is co-author
ambitious because the architect is expected to produce beginning of a search for new architecture.
of "City in the Desert" and editor of "A Study of
a design that is new and "modern" but still recogniz–
Parallels between this situation and the Ukrainian
lsfahan."
able to the community. Much is expected of the one are not very close. They differ in scale: a world
Currently she is working on two forthcoming
architect. The expectation becomes difficult to fulfill with several hundreds of millions of inhabitants, with
books: a study of the development of the Age Khan
as architects become less familiar with or lack any direct different climatic zones and several sovereign states,
architectural program, and a monograph on the
experience
of churches (and other buildings and versus a community in diaspora that numbers in the
architecture and the history of urban development in
settings) in Ukraine, as they take line time and trouble thousands, with rather complex connections to its
14th and 15th century iron.
to internalize this visual language, and as they come up homeland. They differ in their relationships to their
short on design ability. The result is a building past and present: a world with aricharchitectural past
For Ukrainians in the diaspora, the church building
pompous
and pretentious in its visual clues and which has been debased by the colonial experience and
is the only visible proof of their presence in any town
stylistic references,'lacking the still acceptable though
or city. All other architectural signs and symbols are
dry configurations of the direct copy or the naive
(Continued on pap 14)
already part of a larger and regionally specific setting.
This b part of an ongoing series of interviews with
prominent Ukrainian architects, artists and clergy on
the state of contemporary Ukrainian church art and
architecture.
in examining the state of contemporary Ukrainian
church architecture. The Weekly seeks to create a
forum for the expression of diverse views and to allow
the participants, in a spirit of critical examination and
rethinking, to appraise the state of contemporary
Ukrainian church art and architecture as one manifes–
tation of the state of our culture.
The interviews were conducted by lka Koznarska
Casanova.

instance, do not have the same restrictions.
XH
in tradition, similarly as in the life of individual
The Rev. Lubomyr Hu–
people, we should differentiate two levels: one which is
sar, archmandrite of the
deeply "embedded" and unchangeable; the other,
Studite Order, was cha–
changeable and more superficial. Each individual
plain. from 1958 to 1969
passes through different stages of life on his way from
for the Ukrainian Na–
childhood to old age, but there remains something
tional Association's es–
unalterable underlying ail the accompanying external
tate Soyuzivka and the
changes — something which imparts cohesion, unity
SUM-A camp in Blen–
and continuity to the life of the individual; this
ville, N. Y. and in 1964.
something is called personality. Tradition is the
became pastor for the
personality of a nation, its external forms, tastes,
Ukrainian community in
outlook may change, but there is an underlying spiritual
Kerhonkson, N. Y. Apart
continuity deep within the "psyche" - the soul of the
from his pastoral duties
nation. The personality^ tradition is shaped by various
at this time, he taught philosophy and Ukrainian at St. circumstances; it does not appear ready-made on the
Basil's Academy in Stamford, Conn.
stage of history.
in 1969, the Rev. Husar left for Rome for further
The failure to differentiate between these two levels
theological studies, and in 1972he entered the Studite
Order. Having spent over 10 years in Rome, the Rev. of tradition gives rise to misunderstandings. A Hutsul
church
is Ukrainian, but the Hutsulregionis only one
Husar is presently at the Holy Dormition Monastery
part of Ukraine. І like Hutsul churches, 1 am proud of
in Woodstock, Ont.
them, but personally, 1 do not feel quite "at home" in a
Hutsul church. There are churches built outside of
Ukraine which cannotrightlybe characterized as Hut–
On Ukrainian church architecture:
sul, Boyko, Lemko or Baroque - yet in these 1 feel at
As a point of departure, 1 act under the assumption home. As an average Ukrainian, 1 suspect that my
that there is such a thing as Ukrainian art and that this is peers and those younger than 1, may respond in a simi–
lar fashion.
something that goes beyond the national background
When one speaks of tradition, one has to be aware
of the artist. Furthermore, what is referred to as
Ukrainian artistic tradition is not restricted to any of its relative unchangeability as well as its vitality, in
single artist or even a group of artiste. І am starting off the same ways as cells of the body undergo regenera–
with this assertion because, especially in the diaspora, tion every few years, while the person, remains the
there are those who think that there are only same, so too the nation undergoes generational
transformation, while the nation endures. Shev–
Ukrainian artists, not Ukrainian art.
But 1 think that unfortunately, as is the case with chenko's description of the Ukrainian soul would have
been
equally valid for the 15th century as it will be for
many other spiritual values of our nation, the area of
Ukrainian tradition in general, and of art in particular,. the 23rd century. Tradition is subject to change, but
one that is very gradual, imperceptible and for the
has not received proper consideration.
While we speak of tradition as being manifested in most part unconscious; so gradual in fact, that several
centuries
have to pass for essential differences to be
various forms of art, it seems to me that church
architecture should be considered separately, given the perceived. But this does not mean that tradition is
functional nature, which is much more evident in passed on from generation to generation as mort main.
Each new generation enters, so to speak, into a
architecture than in the other art forms. Churches are
built solely for the religious-ceremonial needs of the dialogue with tradition. At first it is formed by it,
Ukrainian community, and this is a determining factor whether we want this or not, whether we are conscious
in their construction. Literature and music, for of this or not. But, being a live entity, each generation

assumes this paternal legacy, giving it its particular
expression in cultural forms - works which, on one
hand, cannot be repeated and, thus, are a unique
manifestation of each particular generation; while on
the other hand, they leave an imprint on tradition,
enriching it in the process. І will not go into the
question whether tradition can be impoverished or j ust
remain unused and neglected, in any case, tradition is
a very complex human process which 1 have treated
here in simple terms.
Tradition is our living national soul. To reject or
negate it, to deny its importance or its due is
tantamount to betrayal of one's nation, of oneself. To
reproduce it automatically, to simplyrepeatworks of
previous generations, is to consciously stunt its
growth, to negate its vitality and life-giving quality.
On the Ukrainian churches being built today:
A church is a building designed for religiousceremonial purposes, it is a house of prayer, of meeting
with God. Since our liturgical rite has clearly
delineatedrequirements,one will invariably find in all
our churches certain characteristics which are held in
common. This in itself does not necessarily denote
uniformity, nor would 1 say that uniformity is
desirable. Given the availability and variety of
building materials and means of construction, each of
our churches could conceivably be a masterpiece, all
along bearing in mind the liturgicalrequirementsand
Ukrainian tradition.
І have not had the opportunity to see first-hand
many of our churches, especially the ones that have
been built in the last few years, but, within the limited
scope of my experience, 1 would say that the problem
is not so much uniformity as diversity; the churches are
not similar enough.
Why is this so? The fault lies both with the architects
and the community which builds the church. Parishes
which are financially well off want expensive churches;
poorer communities are preoccupied with the notion
that their funds are insufficient to build beautiful
structures. The position of the congregation is not
j ustified in either case. Parishes in general, be they rich
(Continued on pafe i t )
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The new bishop:
Robert Michael Moskal
Robert Michael Moskal. the son
of William and Jean Marie nee
Popivchak, was born on October 24.
1937. in Carnegie. Pa. He attended
Washington Elementary School in
Carnegie for grades 1-3, Shawn
Elementary School in East Carnegie
for grades. 4-6, Clark Junior High
School in Scott Township for grades
7-8. Upon completion of the eighth
grade he entered Saint Basil's Pre–
paratory School in Stamford, Conn.,
a unit of the Ukrainian Catholic
Seminary, in 1951.

Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in
Philadelphia, each having 140 units.
On August 1, 1972. the Rev. Mo–
skal was transferred from the War–
rington parish of Saint Anne to
Annunciation Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Melrose Park, Phittdel–1
phia, where he served as pastor until
August of 1974.
-

in November 1972, the Rev. Mo–
skal founded the Ukrainian Catholic
Hour: "God is with Us," a radio
program devoted to preaching the
in 1955 he was matriculated at word of God in the Ukrainian lan–
Saint Basil's College Seminary in guage. This program was aired week–
Stamford, where, after four years, he ly on Sundays over radio station
graduated with a bachelor of arts W1BF-FM and was terminated on
degree in scholastic philosophy. He December 1977.
completed his graduate studies in
in 1975 the Rev. Moskal founded
theology at the Catholic University
of America and Saint Josaphat's another radio program, "Christ
Ukrainian Catholic Seminary in Among Us," which is still aired
Washington in May 1963, at weekly on Sundays at 9a.m. on radio
which time he was awarded a licen– station WTEL.,86 AM. in 1974 the
tiate in sacred theology, which is a Rev. Moskal was appointed an archdiocesan consul tor.
master's degree.
On June 3, 1961, Robert Moskal
received clerical tonsure, minor
orders including the subdeaconate at
the hands of the then Bishop Joseph
Schmondiuk at the Cathedral of the
immaculate Conception in Philadel–
phia. He was ordained deacon on
April 14, 1962, at the same cathedral
by the then Archbishop-Metropoli–
tan Ambrose Senyshyn OSBM, and
on the feast of the Annuciation of the
Blessed virgin Mary. March 25,
1963, he as ordained into the sacred
priesthood.

Bishop Moskal raises the holy chalice during the divine liturgy.

in April 1974, Pope Paul i v ele–
vated the Rev. Moskal to the rank of
papal chaplain with the title of
monsignor. in August 1974, Msgr.
Moskal was named chancellor of the
archdiocese and transferred from
Annunciation Ukrainian Catholic
Church to the pastorate of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Cathedral of the im–
maculate Conception in Philadel–
phia, where he has been serving to the
present day.

in 1977 Msgr. Moskal was elected
president of the Providence Associa–
tion of Ukrainian Catholics of Ame–
He celebrated his first divine rica for a four-year term. The Provi–
liturgy in his home town parish, Holy dence Association is a fraternal
Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church society established in 1912by the first
in Carnegie on Pentecost Sunday, Ukrainian Catholic bishop in the
June 2,1963, together with his pastor, United States, Bishop Stephen Soter
Ortynsky OSBM. The Providence
Msgr. Russell S. Danylchuck.
Association maintains a printing
immediately after his priestly house and publishes the only Ukrai–
ordination, the Rev. Moskal was nian Catholic daily newspaper in the
assigned ?is secretary at the Archbis– world. This printing house and
hopA Chancery in Philadelphia. At newspaper are also the present re–
the same time he was commissioned sponsibility of Msgr. Moskal.
to establish a Ukrainian Catholic
parish in Warrington, Pa., 30 miles
Msgr. Moskal had the distinct і Bishop-elect Moskal kneels before the altar in the midst of concelebratlng bishops and the m
from Philadelphia. This he did while privilege of welcoming Pope John і
during the consecration.
commuting daily to work at the Paul 11 at the Ukrainian Catholic
chancery.
Cathedral in Philadelphia on Octo–
ber 4. 1979.
At the same time,at the request of
He has displayed administrative І
the then Archbishop Senyshyn, the abilities as well as pastoral talents in
Rev. Moskal studied music at the all of his assignments. Having esta–
Philadelphia Musical Academy and blished and built a parish in Warringthe Conservatory of Music in Phila– ton, he has just completed the con–
delphia for a period of three years. struction of a chapel and maintain–
While fulfilling these duties, the Rev. ance building on the grounds of St.
Moskal for a two-year period served Mary's Cemetery in Abington Townon the Archdtocesan Tribunal as a ship, Pa.
Pro-Synodal Judge and later also
edited the archdiocesan weekly. The
in intermittent periods throughout
Way, for two years.
the years, Msgr. Moskal has also
served as confessor and spiritual
in 1967 he was appointed vice- director to religious sisters working
chancellor of the Archeparchy of in the Ukrainian Catholic archdio–
Philadelphia. Since 1964, the Rev. cese and also has contributed to the
Moskal has been a charter member various Ukrainian Catholic periodi–
of the board of directors of Ascen– cals and newspapers on various
sion Manor inc., which provides religious subjects.
housing for the elderly and senior
citizens. For many years he served as
Recently he was appointed to the
the board's secretary-treasurer and, Ukrainian Catholic Church's Litur–
since 1977, has been the executive gical Subcommission, which is re–
vice president of that corporation, sponsible lor the Lhurch's official
which operates two high-rise faci!i– English translations of liturgical
ties for senior citizens near the texts.
Archbishop-Coadjutor Lubachivsky speaking at the banquet.
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Bishop-elect Moskal with two camttebrants of the divine U t p p .

Bishop Moskal distributes Holy Communion to members of his family.
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Ukrainian Orthodox Metropolitan Mstyslav (atright)and Archbishop-Coadjutor
Myroslav Lubachivsky listen as Metropolitan Sulyk delivers the homily.
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Book notes

Prof. Kostiuk is director of the
vynnychenko archives.

Bibliographic guide
on Ukrainians

The book deals with vynnychenko as
writer: his novels and psychological
dramas, the particular historical conDETROLT - The Gale Research text of his major works, as well as their
Company will publish"Ukrainians in place in Ukrainian literature, and as
Canada and the United States: A Guide politician: his activities as an opposi–
to information Sources"in November tionist during the tsarist regime, as
as volume 7 in the Ethnic Studies leader of the Ukrainian Social-Demo–
information Guide Series. The 236- cratic Workers' Party, as head of the
page annotated bibliography lists and General Secretariat during the period of
describes nearly 1,000 books, disserta– the Central Rada and as exiled politi–
tions, periodical articles and pamphlets cian.
culled from English and Ukrainian
The book also contains photos and
sources.
material relating to vynnychenko's
in addition, directory sections list 17S personal life.
national organizations, more than 550
churches, 100 periodical publications
The cost of the 281 -page book is S12;
(active as well as retrospective) and 90 cover design is by Orest Slupchynsky. it
publishing houses and bookstores in may be ordered by making out a check
Canada and the United States.
to: The Ukrainian Academy (vyn–
The guide is edited by Aleksander
Sokolyszyn and viadimir Wertsman,
senior librarians at the Brooklyn
Public Library.
Dr. Sokolyszyn is assistant secretary
of the Shevchenko Scientific Society
and secretary general of the Ukrainian
Association of Librarians in the United
States.
Ukrainians in Canada and the United
States contains bibliographic and direc–
tory sections. Six sections cover the
following major areas of interest:
general reference works on Ukrainian
topics; Ukrainian immigration, settle–
ment and contributions in Canada and
the United States; Ukrainian culture
and heritage preservation and develop–
ment in Canada and the United States;
Ukrainian organized group life, educa–
tion, social interaction and politics in
Canada and the United States; biblio–
graphic addenda; guide to Ukrainian
organizations, churches, periodicals,
publishing houses and bookstores in
Canada and the United States.
Completing the guide are author,
title and subject indexes.
The volume is priced at S36.

New book on
vynnychenko, his time
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences has
announced the publication of Prof.
Hryhory Kostiuk's book "volodymyr
vynnychenko і Yoho Doba" (vyn–
nychenko and His Age) on the occasion
of the 100th anniversary of the writer's
birth.

nychenko Fund), indicating on the
check that the amount is for the book by
Prof. Kostiuk.
Orders should be sent to: The Ukrai–
nian Academy of Arts and Sciences in
the U.S., inc., 206 W. 100th St., New
York, N.Y. 10025

"Mykhailyk" published
in English version
HAMILTON, om. - "Mykhaiiyk,–
a story about a teenage boy who served
in active duty as an Ukrainian insur–
gent Army (UPA) scout, has recently
appeared in English translation.
The translation, by W. Nicholson
Skorkhid, is based on the 1969 Ukrainian
edition, which was reprinted from the
original 1949 Ukrainian underground
edition. The author, Maria Dmytrenko
(pen name), was among those who
perished in action in her UPA unit.
The book is a joint venture of W.
Nicholson Skorkhid, publisher, the
Yevshan Zillia Publishers and the
Society of veterans of the UPA. The
illustrations are by M. Levytsky and W.
Zalucky.
The cost is 54. Orders of 10 copies or
more qualify for a 35 percent discount.
The book (English-language edition)
may be ordered from: W. Nicholson
Skorkhid, c^o The Past and Present
House, 835 King St. E., Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada L8M 1ВІ; the Ukrainian text,
from: Society of veterans of the UPA;
140 Bathurst St., Toronto, Ont., Cana–
da M5v 2R3. The book is also available
at Ukrainian bookstores.

Letter to the editor
Even more on mixed marriages
Dear Editor:
Thank you for opening your newspaper for what hopefully will become a
much needed, intense, yet dignified
debate over mixed marriages, what to
do about them, and are they really to
blame for the disintegration of the
Ukrainian language.
This is a topic too long ignored but
one that has already touched thousands
of Ukrainian families — and will affect
many more in the years ahead.
There isnt a doubt in my mind that
we need to preserve our Ukrainian
language and heritage, it's our greatest
challenge. However, we must be careful'
of simplistic solutions. Just because one
Ukrainian marries another does not
guarantee that Ukrainian will be spoken
at home, or by the children.
Furthermore, during this discussion,

we should encourage and listen to the
viewpoints expressed by men and wo–
man who are not Ukrainian but have
married into Ukrainian homes. We
should also solicit comments from
Ukrainians who have long forgotten or
never had the opportunity to learn
Ukrainian. Perhaps if we better understood the pressures they face (particu–
larly non-Ukrainian spouses), we might
be able to forge a unified communitywide program that treats all Ukrainian
families with equal respect.
That this issue of mixed marriages is
divisive is clearly evident from the three
letters you published on September 21.1
sincerly pray that your newspaper has
the foresight to stay clear of takingsides
on this issue until all viewpoints have
been heard.
Andrij Bilyk
Alexandria, va.
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Book review

"Eucharisterioh" is true contribution
by George Gajecky ,
in the scholarly community there is a
custom to honor distinguished scholars
on their anniversaries with a collection
of essays. These works, .called
Festschriften. usually by colleagues
and. or former students, provide a
proper setting fora retrospective look at
the work of the person honored. Within
the last decade several Ukrainian
scholars were thus honored, among
them Dmytro Chyzhevsky, George
Shevelov; and Oleksander Ohloblyn.
Two years ago, the first Mykhailo
Hrushevsky Professor of Ukrainian
History at Harvard University. Prof.
Omeljan Pritsak^ celebrated his 60th
birthday. ,On this occasion his
colleagues and students presented a
Festschrift called "Eucharisterion" (or
gift of thanks) to the distinguished
scholar. The title was borrowed from a
similar collection presented in 1632 to
the Kievan Metropolitan Petro
Mohyla, who organized the Kievan
Academy, it reflects the appreciation
for the great effort by Prof. Pritsak in
establishing three endowed chairs in
Ukrainian disciplines and a Ukrainian
Research institute at Harvard
University.
The breadth of Prof. Pritsak's great
interests embracing the entire Eurasian
continent and his sc.hola.riy
contributions are documented by
Lubomyr Hajda in a biographical
sketch and a detailed bibliography.
They are also reflected in the 70 articles
which comprise the contents of the twovolume "Eucharisterion." These studies
came from scholars in 12 countries, in
six languages, and range thematically
through archaeology, architecture,
bibliography, folklore, history,
linguistics, literature, political science,
religion, textual criticism and related
disciplines.
in this cursory review 1 would like to
bring to the attention of the readers
eight articles from the field of Ukrainian
history, especially from the period of
the Ukrainian Kozak state, the
Hetmanate.
Frank Sysyn describes an important
incident in the early career of Adam
Kysil. the political and intellectual
leader of the Orthodox and champion
of the legitimate means to obtain
greater rights for the Ukrainians within
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
The Ukrainians were then deeply
divided along confessional lines:
Uniates and Orthodox, as a result of the
Council of Brest (1596). The bitter
polemics and struggle over church lands
were depriving them of the opportunity
to present a unified front against the
Roman Catholic Poles.
TheUniate Metropolitan Rutsky and
the Orthodox Archimandrite Mohyla
were looking for a way to resolve the
crisis and organized separate synods of
their respective Churches in 1629 to
attempt a reunion of both Churches
under a patriarch of Kiev. Adam Kysil,
as a representative of the laity, saw the
benefits .of the reconciliation and used
all his energy to bring it about. Dr.
Sysyn shows vividly how Kysil
negotiated.,. with the Uniates. the
Orthodox.Metropolitan Boretsky and
the Ukrainian nobility to smooth the
way for the synod and describes his role
during its sessions.
Alan Fisher explores the effects of the
many Kozak naval raids on Crimean
towns, population and economy in the
middle of the 17th century. Based on
official Ottoman population censuses
and contemporary chronicle accounts,
especially Evliya Celeli and Khachatur

of Kaffa. Prof. Fisher examines town
alter town and concludes that by 1649.
the population ol Crimea (vilayet ol
Kefe) declined nearly 70 percent as a
result of Kozak raids. Prof. Fisher also
provides the description by Celeli of
successful Kozak attacks and their
aftereffects on individual Crimean
towns,: Kaffa, lnkerman. Sudak.
Mankop. Balihdagu. Kadik.oy.
Corgana,'Suren and Коса Salari.
iaroslav Dashkevych discusses the
activities of the Armenian community
in Ukraine during the period of Hetman
Bohdan Khmelnytsky (1648-57). The
Armenians were primarily traders and
their sympathies lay with the
Ukrainians. They were allowed access
to Kozak armies which they supplied on
a regular basis. A number of Armenians
joined the Kozaks and some rose to
positions of command, like Semen
Orhianenko who became colonel of
Uman (1654-55). Other Armenians, due
to their knowledge of languages, served
as translators and diplomats for the
Poles, as did Romaszkiewicz and K.
Szymansky. or for the Ukrainians.
Prof. Dashkevych describes Z.
Gamecky who helped Hetman
Khmelnytsky conclude an alliance with
Sweden.
Furthermore, Prof. Dashkevych
examines five Armenian contemporary
sources that shed additional light on the
Khmelnytsky era: the anonymous
chronicle of Kamianets Podilsky.
Khachatun from Kaffa. Avetik of
Kaffa, Murat Sarkavag and varderes.
son of Khryshtof Mustafa.
Zbigniew Wojcik has previously
written on the tenure of Hetman Pavlo
Teteria. Now he examines Teteria's
background and his successful bid for
the hetmancy upon the fall of Hetman
Yuriy Khmelnytsky in January 1663.
While Teteria was completely loyal to
the- Polish crown, he was shrewd
enough to recognize that he had to
obtain at least a semblance of
independence. He sent several
ambassadors to Warsaw asking for
restoration of Church lands to the
Orthodox, preservation of Kozak rights
and privileges, permission to form
alliances with Moldavia and Wallachia.
and to negotiate directly with the
Muscovites.
Prof. Wojcik further describes
Teteria's relations with the Crimean
Tatars, the Zaporozhian Sich and his
efforts to win over the Kozaks in leftbank Ukraine from his rival. Yakym
Serriko.
Orest Subtelny writes about the
Ukrainian-Crimean treaty of 1711. He
provides a background for the attempt
by Hetman Pylyp Orlyk to regroup the
fortunes of the Kozaks after the defeat
of Poltava and regain Ukraine with the
help of the Ottomans. One such
diplomatic maneuver consisted of
formulating a treaty with the Crimean
Tatars. Dr. Subtelny examines the
resulting treaty in the light of previous
Kozak-Crimean accords and analyzes
the new elements in the present alliance,
one of which would have united the
Zaporozhian and Don Kozaks under
Hetman Orlyk.
Zenon Kohut concentrates on the
attempts of the Kozak officer class the much-maligned Ukrainian elite of
the 18th century - to. secure and
maintain Ukrainian autonomy in the
face of encroaching Russian
centralization.
Prof. Kohut selects the career of
Hryhoriy Poletyka. who defended the
legitimacy of the Ukrainian Hetmanate
(Continued on pate 14)
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, October 18

" Celebration of the 60th AllUkrainian Orthodox Synod which
was held in 1921 at the St. Sophia
Cathedral in Kiev, Ukraine, at the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
South Bound Brook, N. J. There will
be an ecumenical pontifical liturgy at
10 a.m. celebrated by Metropolitan
Mstyslav and Archbishop Marko, to
be followed by a banquet at 1:30 p.m.
at the Home of Ukrainian Culture.
Tickets: S17.50, adults; S10, students.
Proceeds to go toward the fund for
the millennium of Christianity in
Ukraine. For further information
call (201) 356-0090.
" Lecture on "The Golden Age of
Ukrainian Demography" by Stephen
Prociuk at 2 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences, 206
W. 100th St., New York.
^ Opening of weeklong exhibit of
paintings by Yaroslava Stadnyk at 1
p.m. at the gallery of the Ukrainian
Artists' Association of America
located on the fourth floor at 136
Second Ave., New York.
" Fashion show by Tamara Huryn
and Halyna Hahner, who is asso–
ciated with designer Liz Claiborne in
New York, sponsored by Branch 70
of the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America, to be held at 4
p.m. at the Ukrainian Center, 240
Hope Ave., Passaic, N.J. Admission:
S4.
Saturday, October 24

о Drs. Oleh Wolansky and Borys
Filipczak will take part in the 15th
annual medicus convention and
concert being held at the Ukrainian
institute of America, 2 E. 79th St.,
New York, to commemorate the late
Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, primate
of Poland. The first session of the
program will be devoted to the
"Christian Ethics in Our Life"; the
scientific session will deal with the
history of medicine and humanities.
The convention starts at S p.m., with
opening remarks by Dr. J. Danek to
be followed by the following lectures:
"Christian Ethnics" — Prof. L.
Figurski; "The Man and Natural
Laws" - very Rev. Dr. M. Zembr–
zuski; "Ethical Considerations in
Critical Care" - Dr. R. Tolscik;
"Abuse of Psychiatry in Soviet
Union" - Dr. Wolansky, "My Re–
miniscences of the Late Edmund
Wojtyla, M.D. and Karol Wojtyla in
Cracow" — Dr. Filipczak; "Polish
Physicians in the Tatra Mountains"
— Dr. M. Tolscik. The concert
program, featuring "All Chopin
Favorites" by Cracow pianist Ewa

Bukojemska, will start at 8 p.m.
Donation: S5.
" An exhibit of paintings by Roxo–
lana Gilichynsky of Tuba, Okla.,
sponsored by Branch 86 of the Ukrai–
nian National Women's League of
America in Newark, N.J., will be
held on Saturday, 2-8 p.m., and on
Sunday, starting at 1 p.m., at the
Church of the Ascenscion, 652 ir–
vington Ave., Maplewood, N.J. The
exhibit will be followed by a concert
at 5 p.m., featuring Stephen and
valia Mahmet, Lubomyr Kalynetz,
Maria Leskiw, Ulita Olshaniwsky, as
well as a bandurist trio and the
Moloda verkhovyna dance ensem–
ble. Refreshments will be served. All
proceeds will go toward The Ukrai–
nian Museum in New York.
Sunday, October 25
" Sergei Paradjanov's film "Sha–
dows of Forgotten Ancestors" will be
shown at 4 p.m. at the Ukrainian
institute of America, 2 E. 79th St.,
New York.
о Tatiana and Orest Bayuk will
give a two-hour travelogue presenta–
tion of wooden churches in Ukraine
titled "The Burning Bush." The
showing, sponsored by Branch 102 of
the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America in Munster–
Hammond, ind., starts at 3 p.m. at
the St. Josaphat Church in Munster.
The public will also have the oppor–
tunity to obtain color photographs of
the churches shown as a keepsake in
commemoration of the millennium
of Christianity in Ukraine.
Friday, October 30
" Roman Sawycky will give a
lecture on "The influence of Ukrai–
nian Music on Western Music" at 8
p.m. at the Ukrainian institute of
America, 2 E. 79th St., New York.

Many of those attending have
worked with the UNA's fraternal
activities office this past year, organi–
zing social and cultural events in an

A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE UKRAINIAN POETS, и м - і х г . selected tad tr. by c. н. ANDRUSYSHEN
and Watson Kirtconnell
THE UKRAINIANS OF MARYLAND -

Ш.00
и,мтміп

by:

Stephen Basarab. Paul Fenchak.WcJodymyrC Sushkoend others
К 0 М Е І А М - Тім aeiis of VAURTTN M M Z by Ywosbw Hhw.
nbyDr.PaulL.Gersper

1775

barf t 5.75

Dli.rt.ACED PERSON - by Marie Hnun.Bloch. decorations by М І М Davis . . . .
A H1ST0RY Of THE RUSS1ANEMP1RE-volume 1 by Nicholas LFR.-Chirovsky

J 7.95
S15 00

AN 1NTR00UCT10N TO UKRA1N1AN H1ST0RY. volume 1: Ancient and Kievan–
Galician Ukraine-Rus' by Nicholas l . Fr.-cbirovsky
И9.95

THE CHOMOvil PAPERS - by vyacheslav Chornovil. introduction by Frederick
C.Barghoom
S 4.75
THEvUlNERABlERUSS1ANS-bylevE.Dobriansky

J 5.SS

UKRA1NE 1N A CHANGiNG WORLD. Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary of the Foundinf of Ukrainian Quarter^, id Walttr
Duslinyck.ПО
И0.00
SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Gimli Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
SHOO
FOX MYKYTA - lvan Franko. English version by Bohdan Melnyk
HlustratedbyWilliamKurelek

J12 95

THE MASTER'S J ESb - lvan Franko. translated by Roman latchyn
J10 00
ПАНСЬКІ ЖАРТИ - І є н Орчиге. w p e w i – Р а н і ш Т а т ч и ш ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
THE WERNAT10NA1 SAKHAROV HEAR1NG - Human Rights in Ом USSR. ed. by
Mam Harasowska and Orest Olhovych

І 8.95

HNlZDOvSKY–Woodcuts. 1944-1975acatalogueraisonnebyAbeM.Tahir. Jr

J25.O0

AHlSTOmFUKttlNE-byMkleaetHrgsaevsky

J " 50

THE UKRA1NE. 1917-1921. A STUDY Ш REvOLUTlON - edited by Taras Huncak
with the assistance of John T. von dtr Htida. Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Uk–
rainian Research institute 1977.424 pay.es - hard bound
,
Я5.00
The Ukrainian Herald issiu 6. D1SSENT ІН UKRA1NE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Traps, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Lesya Jones and Bohdan
Yasen
і 6.95
UKRA1N1AN EMBROlDERv by Ann Kmit. Johanna Luciow.lorettaluciow

J14.95

Saturday, October 31

REPORT FROM THE BER1A RESERvE - The protest arritinf of vALENTYN HOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner.ed.andtrans.by John Kolasky
J 2.95

" The Epiphany of Our Lord
Ukrainian Catholic Church in St.
Petersburg, Fla. cordially invites all
to join them at the 3rd annual au–
tumnfest to be held on church
grounds, located at 434 90th Ave.
Proceeds will go to help defray the
cost of the new church hall. There
will be plenty of good food, beve–
rages, entertainment and fun for all.
There are two Ukrainian motels next
to the church. For further informa–
tion call the rectory at (813) 5761001.
" A Halloween dance, sponsored by
ODUM will be held at St. Mary's
Church Hall in Southfield, Mich.

THE SHATTERED 1LLUS10N - The History of Ukrainian Pro-Communist Orgamra–
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
hard J15 00
soft S 7.95

Youth leaders to meet
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The UNA
fraternal activities office is sponsor–
ing a weekend of "sharing and com–
municating" at Soyuzivka, October
31-November 1, for individuals who
have expressed interest in revitalizing
their local Ukrainian communities
(specifically their youth). Discussion
sessions and workshops will be held
in order to share experiences, pro–
blems and solutions in realizing
community goals.

SUNOAY. OCTOBER IS. mi

attempt to rekindle interest and
participation of local community
members in Ukrainian activities.
Also scheduled for the weekend is
a series of panel discussions for
representatives of various Ukrainian
American youth organizations. The
theme of the discussions will be the
means taken by youth organizations
to meet the needs of the changing
Ukrainian American community.
Those who are interested in taking
part, should contact: Marta Kor–
duba, Ukrainian National Associa–
tion, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302; (201) 451-2200,
(212) 227-5250.

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS. NyUnilo Kotsiubynsky. Translated
by Uarco Carynnyk - with notes and an essay on Hykhailo Kotsiubynsky
by Bohdan Robchak
Ш50

UKRAINIANS ABROAD -

offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

by votedyttyrKebijovyc
THE SAGA OF UKRA1NE by Myron B.Kuropas
THE AGE OF HEROlSM '
(handling and postage charges included)
THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA– by нутоа в. Keropas

t 3.00
J 4.00

s 4.95

DlE S0WJET1SHE NATIONALITATENPOLITIC NACH STAllNS TOD (1953-1970) - by
Borys lewytzkyj
Ш.00
THE1RLAND — An Anthol()dyd Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

І 6.00

FATHER AGAP1US H0NCHARENK0 - First Ukrainian Priest in the United States by
TheodoreLuciw
S10.00
MODERN UKRA1N1AN SHORT ST0R1ES - ed. byGeorge S N Luckyj

S 1.50

HETHAN OF UKRA1NE-ivANUAZEPPA– by Clarence A Manning

J 3.50

lvan Franko. POEMS - from translations of Percival Candy by Clarence A. Manning S 4.50
UKRAlHEUNOERTHESOviETS– by Clarence A. Manning

g 3.50

1N THE GERMAN M1LLS OF DEATH 1941-1945 by Petro Mirchul

S 6.95

BUKOviNlAN l'KRAlNlANS - a historical background and their self-determination
inl91tbyl.M.Nowosiwsky
J 7.00

A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:

CATARACT - by Мукіиуіо fHadchy

S 3 95

vCHF–" OS TESTAMENT - b y John Panchuk

J 4.00

HISTORYOFPUSHKINSPOLTAVA - b y J o h n P Pauls
LOOK WHO. ;MlNG
oy William Kurtlek

The Wachni Story, by Nary Panmadis

J 2.S0
illustration
J 9 00

H1ST0RY S CARNivAl - A Dissidents Autobiography by Leonid Plyusnch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
Я4.95

Dentist featured in Air Guard pamphlet
WASHINGTON - when he's not
filling cavities or performing root canal
work in his regular practice, area dentist
Dr. Yaro Oryshkevych is busy drilling
with the local Air National Guard.
According to an Air National Guard
promotional pamphlet, which features
a picture of Dr. Oryshkevych and a
short blurb about his Air Guard expe–
rience, the dentist cum captain is one of
hundreds of medical professionals who
put in two days a month plus 1S days

each year serving their country in the
Air Guard.
Having had prior experience in the
service, Dr. Oryshkevych was prompted
by a friend to join the Air Guard.
"Well, it looked pretty good," recounts Dr. Oryshkevych. "There was an
exceptional retirement program and
they commissioned me a captain."
Dr. Oryshkevych serves his 15 days
each year in an active duty Air Force
hospital.

ENGLISHUKRAINIAN Dictionary - ьу м. і Podvesto
BOUNDARlES Of FLAME - A Complete Collection of Poetry - Oleru Teliha Com
piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw
J 6 95
П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Поаисаі
вала й переклала Ориса Про

Major Yaro Oryshkevych A dentist who
enjoys the work h e d o e s a n d the p e o p l e

HE F i N l S H E D

1N DEFENSE OF THE UKRA1NE CAUSE by Roman Rakhrunny
P0L1SH ATR0C1T1ES1N UKRA1NE - compiled and edited by Em.l Revyuk

mtheeels

THIS M O R N I N G

п і й Олени Т е л і ш упорялку

112 95
, J 4-00

SYMONENKO-ASTUDY 1NSEMANT1CS byleorShankovsky

J 100

a) CONvERSATlONAl LlKRAlNlANbyYaiSlavutychfourthedihon
b) UKRA1N1AN FOR BEG1NNERS by YarSlavutych Fifth revised edition
. i IIVDAIUIAIIIIJ
(...v.. ci......L–L
о
UKRAINIAN IN пілтиогс
PicTURESbyYarSiavutych

J12 50
t irw
4

AH Guard

A CANAL.

remember

TH1SAFTERNOON
HE BEGAN

amende.

R P T n a r
already in the Air
ВшШЯаМл.
Guard saying
io me Yaro you're going lo love il' And І
though) to mysell. sure lit just be doing
r.uts and bolts sluft all day

A

But 1 looked inlo и anyway 1 mean i d
had some prior service experience
Well it looked pretty good There was
an exceptional retirement program and
they commissioned me a captain
Plus. 1 gel Ю pertarm my ti!teen days
each year in an active duty Air Force
hospital
And tor the 2 days І m here each
month. 1 gel time lor mysell alter duty So І
^can relax with the lnends l've made

J-UU

S 3.00
5 2 50

SPlRlT OF UKRA1NE - Ukrainian contributions to world's culture by D. Snowyd

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1019 m 2 volumes by Matthew
Stacbiw Peter 1 Stercho and Nicholas l.F. Chirovsky
J20 00
rRADlTlONAL UKRAlNlAN COOKERY - by SavellaStechishin (Handlmgand
postage charges mcludedl

J14.00

D1P10MACY OF DOUBLE MORAllTY Ukraine 1919-1939byPeterG Stercho

S15 00

Europes Crossroad in Carpatho

THE USSR n. PR M1KHA1L STERN - Soviet "Justice" vs. Human Rights

l 9-'5

UKRAINIAN WOMEN I N THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION. 1975-10

Compiled by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stefaniuk
and volodymyi Hrus;kewych
S 325

A STUDY OF VASYL' STEFANYK THE PAIN AT THE HEART OF EXISTENCE - by 0. S.

Struk. with foreword by G S N Luckyi -bound

J 1 50

GRAN1TE OBEllSKS-bv vasyl Symonenko

J 5.00

UKRA1NE A Briel History by Roman S;porluk

і 3.00

UKRA1N1ANS ANO JEWS - articles, testimonies, letters and official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and lews in the past and present
A SYMP0S1UM -published by UCCA
J 5 00
GREGOR KRUK - vorwort von Jean Cassou Einfuhrung von lsa Bauer. Ukrainische
Freie Universitat
vol.1
K8.50
vol.11
126.50
THE HUMAN R1GHTS H O V E H E N T 1N UKRA1NE. Documents of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group. 1976-1980
b y L . v e r b a 8 . F 3 . Yasen
hard 512.95
soft 8.75
COUMUNlCATlON HED1A AND SOviET NATlONALlTY P0L1CY - Status ol National
Languages^ Soviet T.v. Broadcasting, by Wasyl Yeryha
J 2.00
lvan Franko: K1S THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES - by Nicholas Wacyk
THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INDEX -

The Ukrainian weekly 1973

by Christine L. Wynar
THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by Bohdan Wytwycky .
Many Circles of Hell
FOR A BETTER CANADA - by Senator Paul Yuryk,
UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA - a contribution to ми growth of t
wealth. - Sortboend

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check or
money order, including postage Я .00 to S3 00 (depending on the number of books)
and а 59ь sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street a Jersey City, N.J. 07302
PAYMENT ACCEPTED 1N US CURRENCY ONLY.

Dr. Yaro Oryshkevych (foreground) as he appears in the Air National Guard
promotional pamphlet.

UNA'er was hold-up man's hostage
Back at the bank, Mrs. Wozniak
PITTSBURGH - UNA branch
secretary Helen Wozniak was locked in decided to get back to work after being
her trunk for 10 harrowing minutes questioned by the FB1 rather than go
after she was taken hostage by a well- home after her ordeal.
dressed gunman during a daring morn–
"it was scary," she later told the
ing robbery here on September 30 at the
Lincoln Savings Bank in the Great Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. "1 just want to
Southern Shopping Center where she is get my work done," she added, pointing
out that the robbery had interrupted a
a branch manager.
meeting she had to attend.
Mrs. Wozniak, 60, a resident of
The FB1 believes that the bank
Carnegie, Pa., where she is secretary of
UNA Branch 481, was approached by robber, described as a white male, 30 to
the bandit at 10:20 a.m. After the man 35 years old, 5 feet 5 to 5 feet 7 inches
told her that he had a gun, she signalled tall, weighing 150 to 160 pounds, is the
co-workers with her eyes. One of them same man who is suspected of robbing a
picked up the message and tripped a savings and loan institution in Jackson–
silent alarm, but before help could ville, Fla., of Si3,000 on August 26 and
arrive, the man took about Si,000 in another in Jackson, Miss., of 56,700 on
cash and ordered Mrs. Wozniak to September 17.
accompany him to her car.
During the September 17 stickup, an
The robber, who is believed to be the employee of the loan association was
same man who staged two similar hold- taken hostage. She is still missing, and
ups in the South, drove the car about her employers have offered a 525,000
200 yards before stopping behind a local reward for her safe return.
bar, where he locked Mrs. Wozniak in
in describing how she tipped off her
the trunk and.fled.
fellow employees that a robbery was in
Mrs. Wozniak, shaken but unhurt, progress, the plucky bank manager said
was released after two passing patrol- she rolled her eyes in her head.
men heard her banging on the inside of
"1 don4 usually roll my eyes around
the trunk.
like that," Mrs. Wozniak quipped.
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Notes on people
Named to science panel
1SEL1N, N.J. - Dr. Karl H. Zainin–
ger, senior vice president for corporate
research and technology, Siemens
Corporation, was recently selected to
serve on the State Panel of Science
Advisors. Dr. Zaininger is one of
approximately 150 leading scientists,
engineers and social scientists from
industry, academia and government
agencies who have agreed to contribute
their knowledge and experience to
advise the governor and the State
Department.

Jim Florio supports the values and
traditions of your community.

Dentist awarded fellowship

He needs your help now.
Call (609) 546-3288 or (201) 763-6613.
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Dr. George P . Kryzaniwsky

Dr. Karl H. Zaininger
The State Panel of Science Advisors
is designed to work in conjunction with
the Governor's Science Advisory Com–
mitee (GSAQ, formed in 1979 by Gov.
Brendan Byrne. The role of the panel
will be to recommend actions after
participating in study efforts requested
by the GSAC, to suggest issues to the
G ASC which are important to the state,
to review documents, and to provide
scientific or technical advice in emer–
gency situations to members of the state
government.
Born in Germany, Dr. Zaininger
arrived in the United States in 1952, and
after two months became a member of
the U.S. Armed Forces serving in the
Korean War. After his tour in the
Army, he first studied engineering at
CCNY and later obtained M.S.E.,
M.A. and Ph. D. degrees at Princeton
University.
Prior to joining Siemens, Dr. Zain–
inger had been microelectronics RAD
director for the U.S. Army and had
managed its vHSlC program. At one
time he had been manager for solidstate device technology for RCA Labo–
ratories.
in his position at Siemens Cherry
Hill, N.J., facility, Dr. Zaininger coor–
dinates U.S. research and technology
activities with those of Siemens AG,the
parent company, based in Munich,
West Germany.
Dr. Zaininger resides in Princeton,
N.J., with his wife and three children.

Receives psychology degree
МІАМІ — Zweneslava Zapar Clem,
a member of UNA Branch 347, recently
received a bachelor of arts degree in
psychology from Florida international
University here.
A member of Psi Chi national Hono–
rary society for psychology as well as
the U k r a i n i a n A m e r i c a n C l u b in
Miami, Mrs. Clem, her husband Prof.
Ralph S. Clem and their two children
James and vera, are residents of Miami.
A former resident of vineland, N.J..
Mrs. Clem is the daughter of Daria
Zapar and the late 1 van Zapar.

D E N v E R - Dr. George P. Kryza–
niwsky, a New Windsor, N.Y., dentist,
was awarded a Fellowship of the Aca–
demy of General Dentistry (AGD) on
July 19. More than 425 members of the
academy received the fellowship award
during the annual convocation cere–
mony, held during the AGD's 29th
annual meeting here in Denver. To earn
a fellowship, an A G D member must
complete 500 hours of approved con–
tinuing education credit within a 10-year
period and meet other specific require–
ments.
Dr. Kryzaniwsky, a graduate of the
State University of New York at Buffalo

School of Dentistry, has practiced
dentistry in New Windsor since 1971.
The Academy of General Dentistry is
a professional organization of 23,000
family dentists that stresses the vital role
of continuing dental education in
assuring the quality of dental care
delivered to the public. The AGD
represents the interests of family den–
tists and the patients they serve in the
development of health care legislation
and dental care programs.

Paid for by James J. Florio for Governor, inc.. Thomas A Cucinotta, Treas.
gBJfrJOSWWWWBflffOCWfr

Looking for a second income?

Become
AN 0RGAN1ZER
for Ukrainian National Association
FULL or PART ТІМЕ
You could start this career by organizing your family and friends.
For information write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
3 0 Montgomery Street ш Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Atten: Organizing Dept.

Or telephone: (201) 451-2200 (Collect) or (212) 227-5250
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
Professor is soccer coach

4f,

ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

5

OPERA
IN CONCERT

bJ

CONDUCTOR

Wolodymyr Kolesnyk
UKRAINIAN CANADIAN
Dr. Ostap Stromecky,
HUNTSviLLE, Ala. - Move over
Bear Bryant. Sure, the University of
Alabama's Crimson Tide is perennially
ranked among the top five college
football teams in the nation. But what
about the University of Alabama–
Huntsville Chargers and their coach,
Ostap Stromecky?
With Coach Stromecky at the helm
for the past eight seasons — or since the
other "football" program began — the
Chargers have had about as much
success on the soccer field as their more
famous counterparts have enjoyed on
the gridiron.
Now going into their ninth season,
Coach Stromecky and his Chargers
have amassed an impressive 90-33-10
(Continued on page 15)

OPERA CHORUS

SOLOlSTS:
i r e n a Welhasch
H a n n a Kolesnyk
Bohdan Chaplynsky

Leonid S k i r k o

AMERICAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
S U N D A Y , N O V E M B E R I S , i98i -

2.30 pm

CARNEGIE HALL
S E V E N T H A v E N U E and 57th St. NEW YORK C1TY
T1CKETS - 58.00, SlO,OO, S13.00, S15.00, S16.00
Available at the Home Office of the
Ukrainian National Association,
30 Montgomery St. Jersey City. N. J. 07302
(201)451-2200(212) 227-5250
Also available at - SURMA, ARKA and EKO stores. New York
- DN1PRO and BAZAAR stores, Newark
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Student hroroada news
NYU softballers beaten
by Lys Mykyta team
KERHONKSON. NY. - The
first annual unofficial Soyu7ivka
Amateur Softball Tournament was
held during the Miss Soyuzivka
Weekend. September 19-20, at the
UNA resort here.
The Lys Mykyta team, sponsored
by the Ukrainian National Home of
New York City, defeated the New
York University Ukrainian Club in
the championship finals by sweeping
three games in the best-of-fivc game
series.
in the grueling first game the Lys
Mykyta squad scored a run in the
bottom of the eighth inning to edge
the NYU team by the score of 12-11.
The second game of the series was
marked by the sparkling defenses of
both teams as the Lys Mykyta team
prevailed while shutting out the NYU
squad 3-0.
in the third and final game both
teams pulled out all the stops as the
tournament wound down to its
inevitable conclusion. The Lys
Mykyta team, hitting true to form,
blasted the dazed NYU squad 21-12.
After the championship series.
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SoyuzivkaN "supreme" assistant
manager John O. His presented the
first-place trophy to Lys Mykyta
team captain Andrij Gidcj. Other
members of the winning team
included first baseman George
Kaminskyj. second baseman Walter
Stebelsky. shortstop AndoOprysko.
third baseman Walt Balyn'sky.
catcher Nestor Blyznak. and
outfielders Mike Muc. Edjo
Kaminskyj. Arthur Hryhorowycz
and Gene Tychansky.
' .- ; ..).-J'L..-- UXB News

Rutgers Ukrainian students
elect executive board
NEW BRUNSWICK N.J. - The
start of the new school year here at
Rutgers University finds the Hryhory
Skovoroda Ukrainian StudentsClub
with a new executive board:
president — Bohdanna Prynada;
vice-president — Lesia Slobodian;
secretary — Andrij Huk; treasurer Olya Shevchenko; and auditing
committee members - Danya La–
zor, Tares Mykytyn and Natalka
Krawciw.
Throughout the years, the aims of
our club have been to: organize
student interest in Ukrainian culture;
cultivate this culture among its own

members and propagate it among
non-Ukrainian students; promote
the spirit of unity and friendship; and
to organize social functions, meet–
ings and lectures.
We have been successful in our
aims by having, for example, annual
cultural functions to present to the
university population our unique
and beautiful heritage, also we help
fund Ukrainian students in South
America to further their education,
hold wine-and-cheese parties for
members, annually sponsor a fall
dance, go Christmas caroling and
drive up to Hunter Mountain for a
few days of skiing.
This year, the club hopes to attract
more new students into its ranks by
providing new projects of interest in
which they can participate. Plans
include lectures by visiting profes–
sors, cultural days, pysanka-decora–
ting demonstrations, a possible
spring break trip to Florida, and a
dance.
Our fall dance will take place on
Friday night, November 6, at 9 p.m.
at the Holiday inn on Route 22 North,
Somerville, N.J. Music will be by
Tempo. For further information or
reservations please call (201) 9692063. Hope to see you there!
- Bohdanna Prynada

Manor Junior College holds Ukrainian Festival
JENK.1NTOWN, Pa. - The third
annual Ukrainian Festival was held on
Sunday, September 20, on the grounds
of Manor Junior College here.
The master of ceremonies for the
programs of folk dances, music and
song was Orysia Hewka.
The first program was held at 2 p.m.
and performances were given by the
voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
under the artistic direction of Zoya

Hraur. The director of the group is
isydor Ratycz. Six folk dances were
performed: "Kolomyika," "Hutsulka,"
"Rakivchanka," "Kozachok," "Pov–
zunets" and "Hopak."
Lesia Leskiw, a soprano who was
accompanied on the piano by Prof.
Zoya Markowycz and the Soloveyky
(Nightingales), a SUM-A trio under the
artistic direction of Prof. Markowycz
and their vocal instructor O. Shyshacka
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UKRAINIAN BUKOVINIAN CROSS-STITCH
EMBROIDERY DESIGNS

І
І

ThisbiautifulhardcoveralbumraynowbeorderedthrouthtlnEastemBranchUkrainiinlloMum
S of Canada of the Ukrainian Women's Association of Canada.

Ц
Щ

І
The collection consists of 1405 designs on 74 separate paps 9tt"x 13" reproduced in traditional
І colours, illustrations art clear and precise for easy adaptation. The text, in Ukrainian. English and
Ш French, includes a history of the designs as well as instructions.
S
s
A gift to bt treasured for a lifetime.
І
Price includes handling and shipping charges: Canada 132.50: U.S.A. 134.50; Other 135.00.
5
Please include money order with your request to:
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ALBUM C0MM1TTEE
EASTERH вшен UKRAINIAN MUSEUM OF CANADA ІЛМС
620 Spadira Avenue о Toronto. Ont.. Canada M5S 2H4

І
Attention Toronto: Album nay be purchased for 130.00 at the Museum's Eastern Branch
Ej Office, 620 Spadina Avenue. Toronto, Ont.. Canada.

also performed in the first program.
They were followed by the trio of Ms.
Leskiw, Sophia Dejneka and Olga
Blahy.
in the second program later in the
afternoon, the SUM-A Dance En–
semble under the direction of M. Soltys
performed the following dances: "Hut–
sulka," "Skladna Kolomyika," "Kolo–
myika," "Marusia," "Zaporozhets,"
"Kozachok" and "Hopak."
The children from St. Nicholas
School, under the direction of Sister
Bernard a, played "Dumy Moyi," "On
the Meadow" and "Siyav Muzyk Proso"
on the bandura.

The Sunrise combo, under the direc–
" tion of Wolodymyr Stasiuk, provided
entertainment with a variety of folk
songs.
The art exhibit in the library gallery,
which opened at the festival and con–
tinued through October 4, featured the
works of mother and daughter, Aka and
І vaka Pereyma. Their works are varied
І and include: lithographs, mono-prints,
intaglio, woodcuts, pencil drawings,
S
І ceramic tiles, mosaics and pottery
s vessels, oil paintings, water colors,
drawings and metal sculptures.
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"Eucharisterion".
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and the rights of the Ukrainian elite in
the 1760s based on historical
arguments. Poletyka's defense of
Ukrainian autonomy spurred other
groups in Livonia. Estonia, Finland and
Smolensk to similar efforts until the
imperial government forbade all such
polemics. Poletyka then worked out a
system of gent ry democracy as a form of
government which would save the
Hetmanate.
From the cultural aspect, the period
of the Hetmanate is represented by two
studies. There is an examination by
D a n i e l Waugh of Y.oannikiy
Galiatovsky's polemics against islam
and their Muscovite translations.
Prof. Waugh selected two of
Galiatovsky's tracts: "Labedz" (Swan)
from 1679 and "Alkoran" from 1683.
"The Swan" was dedicated to Hetman
lvan Samoylovych and was written
during the Chyhyryn campaigns "to
arouse Christians to war against
Muslims." Christ, the swan, will aid the
Christians in final victory over the
unbelievers. Prof. Waugh describes
each of the five parts(or "feathers ofthe
swan") and shows that the last section
was actually a textbook of military
science offering more than 40 examples
of ruses to defeat the enemy.
The fAlkoran" was a lengthy
dialogue between a proponent of islam
and Christianity and could be viewed as
a manual of how to convert Muslims to
Christianity.
The second contribution is a
description of the beginning of two
traditional dumy: "Kozak Holota"and
"Khvesko Andyber," by Albert Lord, it
is a study in the techniques of U krainian
oral narrative. He analyzed five variants
of the opening of each duma and found
everywhere the presence of a dynamic
force, the Kozak riding. The text of
every variant is fluid and there is no
rigidity in composition, instead the
dumy show the creativeness ofthe bards
that composed and performed these
dumy.
There are other excellent studies that
pertain to different periods of
Ukrainian history. Among them are J.
Pelenski's study of the sack of Kiev in
1482: P. Golden's description of the
Polovi Dillii (the wild Cumans); M.
Labunka's account of an audience
granted by Empress Maria Theresa to
Father lvan Gudz; B. Struminskyi's
investigation of the origins of Antes.
One may see even from the brief
discussion of the above eight articles,
the value of these studies. And there arc
62 others worthy of discussion and
analysis.
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As of November 1; children up to 4'-, years ot age who enroll tor S 15.000 ot insurance will be guaranteed a 15.000 educational loan Should they
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protection, they will be guaranteed a loan of J6.000
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Helsinki Group...
(Continuedfrompage t)
sinki Camp Group. The members of the
Ukrainian section of the camp group
were: Oksana Popovych, Sviatoslav
Karavansky, Bohdan Rebryk, Ortho–
dox priest Yasyl Romartiuk, Danylo
Shumuk and Yuriy Shukhevych. After a
time the Ukrainian section of the camp
group became a part of the original
group created in Ukraine. Among
political exiles, those who joined the
group ware journalist Y"yachesla v Chor–
novij, poet iryna Senyk and artist
Stefania Shabatura.
Thus, in 1979, the third membership
body of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
arose..
The Olympic year of 1980 became a
year of pogroms against the partici–
pants of the Helsinki movement. The
drawing near of the Madrid Conference
spurred Moscow into removing all
those who could gather or make public
information about Moscow's traditio–
nal contempt for whomever shares with
it the organization of life on our planet.
The year of the CMympicsand of Madrid
was the year of arrests of almost all the
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group. Arrested were Meshko, one of
the initiators of the group who is, not
without cause, treated as the third head
of the group: Heyko-Matusevych (wife
of founding member Matusevych),
Krasivsky, Sokulsky, Chornovil and
Stus.
The repressive regime seemed to want
to prevent anyone from acting indepen–
dently and, after 60 years of terror,
entertaining any thought of a rebirth of
public life in Ukraine. Every possible
method of anti-Ukrainian terrorism
was used in order to destroy the Hel–
sinki movement in Ukraine.
Under the pressure of continuous
persecution, the members of the group
devoted their attention mainly to defending those who by their participation
in the group were an example of the
rebirth of Ukrainian public life. The
appeals of the group gradually acquired
"he tone of the document generally
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known as "Lamentation" (written and
signed by Meshko, Senyk and Stro–
kata).
During the period of growing repres–
sinn against the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, the group was the only one of its
kind in the USSR to publish a periodi–
cal. The information Bulletin was the
collective authorial organ of the mem–
bers of the Ukrainian.Helsinki Group.
in 1^81, Kandyba, the last member of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Gr,oup.still
remaining on. Ukrainian .soil, was ar–
rested. The. group was deyasted not
only by arrests but by the forced
emigration of the following members:
Grigorenko, Svitlychna, Petrp Yins.
Karavansky, Strokatar Malynkpvych.
On the authorization of the repressed
group, the External Representation of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group was
created, abroad. The members of the
External Representation were: Grigo–
renko, Plyushch and Strokata.
Most of the members of the Helsinki
Group who found themselves abroad
staged, in the fall of 1980 in Madrid, a
series of informative and protest actions
at the beginning of the conference of the
signatories of the Helsinki Accords.
Continuing the traditions of Ukrai–
nian independent publications, in 1980,
the External Representation began to
publish a monthly bulletin, Herald of
Repression in Ukraine. The bulletin
publishes supplements that present the
new ideas of the Ukrainian patriotic
struggle and give information about
individuals active in the Ukrainian
opposition. The profile of these indivi–
duals is of interest to all those who live
beyond the borders of Ukraine. That is
why we are planning to return to a dis–
cussion of those persons who rose to
challenge not only an inhuman system
but also those fellow countrymen who
had lost faith in the struggle.

Professor is soccer coach
(Continued from page 13)
won-lost record, and last year they
were ranked No. І in the nation through
much of the season by the National
Association of intercollegiate Athletics,
finishing with a record of 14-2-2.
Dr. Stromecky, Who is also the
chairman of department of modern
foreign languages at the school, is
confident that this season he will attain
his 100th victory. Noting that 14 players
from last year's squad will be returning,
Dr. Stromecky recently told The,Hun,ts–
ville1 Times: "Well make it."
Although the team lost three Atl–
American starters to graduation, it has
picked up four outstanding junior
college players, two of them goalies.
With three-year starting goalkeeper
Emmanuel Amaefule, Coach Stro–
mecky calls the trio "the best goalies in
the country...no team has better goal–
ies.".
Even though the coach concedes that
this year's roster does not measure up to
last year's team man-for-man he is
confident that the players will work well
as a team, and he will use the team's size
(one-half of the 18-player roster is over
6'0") and defensive ability to full
advantage.
Among the returning players is 6'4"
forward Rust Dachniwsky, who was
red-shirted last year and sat out the
season.
Coach Stromecky sees the defense as
providing the key to victory, as well as
good^ team-style play.
When theChargersopened their season
on September 9 with an exhibition
game against an alumni team, the
countdown began for Coach Stro–
mecky's 100th victory. Judging by past
performances, it's a sure bet hell reach
the magic mark sometime in October.

St. Basil Academy
celebrates 50th jubilee
PHlLADELPrtiA - Graduates of
St. Basil Academy from 1933 to 1981
will celebrate the golden jubilee of the
schools opening in September 1931.
Alumnae from all parts of the United
States, South America and Canada will
congregate in the school gymnasium for
a formal greeting by the principal, Sister
Dorothy Ann, and Marie Hanusey,
alumnae representative on the Jubilee
Committee, on Sunday, October 18, at
10 a.m. Archbishop Myroslav Luba–
chivsky will celebrate the divine liturgy
in the school auditorium.
in an effort to contact each alumnae
personally, the officers of .the SBA
Alumnae Association, with Alexandra
Melnyk Hludzinaki ('66) as president,
organized a network of class agents who
are updating changed names and addresses of their respective classmates.
in a formal procession led by class
agents into the auditorium alumnae will
chant the divine liturgy, directed by
Sister Germaine, at 11 a.m.
A jubilee banquet will be served in the
all-purpose room at 12:30 p.m. During
the afternoon,, diverse activities will
engage graduates, including slides and
movies of events in St. Basil Academy
during the past 50 "years.
A miniature museum of school uni–
forms, pictures and other memorabilia
will be displayed in the home economics
room as part of the guided tour of the
school.
At 3:30 p.m. all alumnae will cross
Fox^ Chase Road to revisit the convent
grounds where the original school
buildings were located. After a prayer
service at the Grotto, graduates will
attend a formal tea in the former
resident students dining room.
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On the state of...
Husar:
(Continued from page 7)

or poor, do not set forth clearly enough their demands
for a beautiful church. Expensive materials do not
assure aesthetic beauty: to build a functional and
beautiful church does not cost more than to build it
badly, uninterestingly and uninspiringly.
Usually the community does not take the trouble to
familiarize itself substantially with the whole building
process, nor does it enter into a constructive dialogue
with the architect.
Building a church is a once-in-a-lifetimc experience for
the congregation, it is more than a problem of fundraising. The community should undergo a process of
preparation. First of all, it should be able to
communicate its spiritual needs, not just the material
considerations involved; the community should be
cognizant of its participation in the tradition of the
Ukrainian nation. This is an important task, one
which should be overseen by its spiritual leader. The
pastor should consult with professional people,
experts in the various fields of church architecture;
namely, the architects, artists and art historians. The
community does not create the project for the church;
this is not its task, nor is it qualified to do so. The
community is responsible for creating an atmosphere
propitious for the building of its church.
І should like to draw attention to one very
important aspect of this preparatory process, one in
which the community can find its religious-traditional
identity. This should be of utmost importance for.
members of the congregation, especially for those who
do not have command of the Ukrainian language.
Many of these people go to Roman Catholic churches
because they feel that they are more at home there.
This need not be so. These parishioners could be
shown that they have a place in our churches, where
they can find fulfillment for their religious and
spiritual needs.
The position of the architect in our midst is not an
easy one. This is not the place to delve into who is to be
taken to task, the community which does not value its
architects, or the architects who often have too little
self-respect, it often happens that the architect is asked
to make a smaller-scale copy of a classical church in
Ukraine. He is, in effect, being treated as a draftsman,
and in my opinion, he should refuse such a proposal; a
draftsman and building contractor are sufficient for
this type of work. Or then again, stringent require–
ments, mostly of a technical and financial order, are
set forth as prime considerations for building a church.
Under such circumstances it seems to me that the
architect is strongly tempted to give the community
what it deserves - a functional, standard building, it
is a fortunate architect who finds a creative commu–
nity. But then he comes up against other difficulties;
either a lack of courage to create something new within
the tradition, or exercies in unbridled originality.
in reference to the latter, it seems that there is a
marked tendency among architects who are not
sufficiently familiar with the native tradition. These
are professionally experienced individuals, with a
certain vitality and boldness, but they have no roots.
They want to compensate for this lack by coming up
with something novel, something out of the ordinary,
it often happens that the community is looking for
something new, different, something which no one else
has. Such a community is also not conscious of its
roots; it is for the most part "nouveau riche."
The lack of courage on the part of the architect to
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proceed with his design is often a result of being
restrained by the judgement of others, something
which can lead to loss of faith in the community as well
as to disqualification from consideration for other
projects. When an architect has dealings with a
community which is sufficiently prepared for the task
ahead and has commissioned an architect to create
something beautiful, perhaps even magnificent,
something that is atuned to the soul of the nation, he
has to summon not only his professional skill as an
engineer, but also as a creative person, and he has to
marshall enough spiritual strength and conviction to
withstand any foreseeable assaults or reservations. He
not only has to gather all his creative energy, but must
show himself a man and a faithful son of his nation.
On the forum:
To my knowledge, there has been little written on
this matter. І know of only three relevant sources,
namely: regulations regarding the furnishing of
churches as set forth in the provisional by-laws of the
Philadelphia archeparchy; Metropolitan Maxim
Hermaniuk's statement in the book "Nashi Zavdan–
nia"; and Patriarch Josyf Slipyj's instructions in the
"Blahovisnyk." This is very meager.
Having been outside the United States for over 10
years, 1 am not aware if anything else has been
published or discussed, with the exception of the
meeting of the Ukrainian Engineers' Society of America
held in Philadelphia in April on this topic. Given the
limited extent of discussion on this matter in general,
the initiative shown by The Ukrainian Weekly is alj the
more welcome.
І think that the point of such an interchange of ideas
is not necessarily to come to any definite and binding
conclusions but rather to get our community to think
about the issues involved. This in itself would be most
worth while. Churches are being built, renovated and
decorated; this is going on in so many communities
that the matter merits general attention.
On the churches being built and the religious,
psychological and community needs of Ukrainians:
As to the question of whether the Ukrainian
churches being built today respond to the religious,
psychological and social needs of contemporary
Ukrainians, one approach to this complex question
would be to refer to statistical data in order to
ascertain how many faithful (breakdown according to
age), actually go to church. Apart from God's
commandment and that of the church which says that
we should come together for the celebration of liturgy
at least once a week, secondary factors such as
aesthetic considerations, the religious ceremony itself,
the beauty of the singing, the quality of the homily —
all affect one's willingness or lack thereof to fulfill an
important obligation. Where such factors are taken
into account, participation is much higher.
Any further consideration has to take into account
the members of the community, starting with the
church hierarchs and including the young parishion–
ers. Perhaps a subsequent series of interviews could
conceivably be addressed not to those who are
responsible for the actual building but to those who
use our churches as a place of worship, in any case, we
will not have any answers if we do not ask questions and
are not ready to listen to what the faithful, both
professional experts and others, have to say.
On the relationship between artist and architect in
terms of total design:
І think that the architect and artist should work
together from the earliest stages of planning, it is

frequently the case that the architect first builds the
church, then an artist is commissioned to do the altar,
tetrapod and eventually the iconostas (a protracted
matter), and finally an rconographer is brought in.
Even if each of the specialists involved is an expert in
his field, the sum total of their creative effort can prove
to be unsatisfactory, it is hard to call aesthetically
pleasing a modern brick church which has a tradi–
tional wooden carved iconostas with icons painted in a
classical Byzantine style. Each may be beautiful in its
own right, but taken as a whole - there is only
disparity.
i'd like to go a step further. Everyone who takes
part in the building of a church should, according to
need, meet and plan together even if the community is
not in a position to undertake the proposed project at
once in its entirety. A master plan has to be presented;
only then will there be integrity and harmony of the
whole with a resultant aesthetically pleasing affect.
The number of artists who paint icons is alarmingly
small. І do not know what is to be done to attract more
artists to this field, iconography is a form of painting
which hasn4 lost its relevance. Furthermore, it is
essential to our churches and as such should prove to
be of interest to the artist from an artistic as well as
from a financial point of view.
On effective communication between the different
parties involved in building a church:
І think that the most important factor to be
considered by those engaged in the building process is
the ability to listen to what others have to say. Any
kind of dictatorship or coercion of ideas can only have
deleterious results. The priest should act as the
coordinator of the group. І say this not out of
professional loyalty but rather because 1 think that he
is in the best position to do so. He has the most
opportunity to study the matter thoroughly and to
discuss the various aspects with others.
І would like to add that a successfully realized
project is most useful in unifying the community into a
religious and spiritual entity. And the contrary holds
true also: an ill-conceived project, one in which there
are no attempts to draw the community into the
building process, usually causes dissension within the
community.
Regarding the evaluation of the churches which have
been built:
І am not in the position to evaluate the churches
which have been built. At most 1 could say how 1, as an
observer, react to them from an aesthetic point of
view.
І must confess that unfortunately, there are very few
churches which impressed me favorably enough to
want to return to look at them again and to celebrate
the liturgy. І ask myself why this is so. Usually 1 am not
a very demanding observer. І do not know who is
responsible for the mediocre buildings which exist.
What can be said is that in the majority of cases, the
whole building process is not taken seriously enough;
there is no concomittant preparation on the part of all
the people involved and held responsible.
І would like to end by making the following
suggestion. The matter of building a church is of such
importance that there should be a commission, headed
by the diocesan bishop, to oversee the process. Such a
commission should be composed of people who are
acutely aware of the needs of the Church, who are
open-minded and have a broad cultural background.
Such a commission would thus serve as an additional
factor to ensure that art and architecture are realized
on an appropriately high level, something which
would also substantiate religious-spiritual values.

(Continued from page 7)

severed from the present, versus a community for whom
certain forms are living icons and repositories for
nostalgia. They differ also in their attitudes toward the
future: a world where most of the population is below
the age of 20 and which will redefine itself totally
by the beginning of the next century, versus a
community whose very existence depends upon a
strategy of conservation of ties with the past and the
present, even if the strategy takes a dynamic form.
Perhaps then, dynamic conservation and adapta–
tion should be the guidelines for the creation of a
coherent public face for the diaspora community. And
because it has limited numbers and resources, every
new example of the public face (and 1 have explained
why it is limited to church architecture) should be an
outstanding example. Achieving such discrimina–
tion is a tall order, but the community can scarcely
afford to do otherwise.

Distinguished architects,
planners and art histo–
rians from the Middle
East and the West members of the steering
committee for the Aga
Khan Award for Archi–
tecrure, which was insti–
tnted in 1978. Seated in
the first row are: Egyp–
tian architect Hassan
Fathy, His Highness the
Aga Khan and Dr. Rena–
ta Holod, the award's
first convenor.
Christopher Little

